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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

NOVEMBER 22, 1989 FlEE

"Something frshy" by Rusty Munroe. One of three photos chosen as winners In the Life In Black It White photo contest.
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THE WEEK IN BRIEF:
Evergreen Cemetery hit again
Three days after Michael Tripp, 23, was sentenced to 18 months
in jail for vandalizing Evergreen Cemetery, another 476 gravestones were toppled there. The Nov. 16 vandalism was the worst
yet at the cemetery, which has been hit 25 times since April,
according to supervisor Ronald H. McMann.
"I had my hopes that it would deteriorate," said McMann, who
wasn't surprised that the latest conviction didn't end the vandalism. "But with the magnitude of it, it couldn't have been the same
person every time." The latest incident caused at least $100,000 of
damage, McMann said.

CAMERA AUDIO VIDEO CAMCORDERS
For /lb/I Onlu. Call

We accept trade·ins.
343 Gort'Iam Road, So. Portland. ME
874-2363
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Amaryllis Clothihg Co.
41 Exchange Street.
Portland. ME 04101

772-4439

Holiday Fashion and Gifts
for All the Women
on Your List
For Holiday Gifts
20% OFF
Jewelry, Scarves,
and Belts.

A member of The Bay Club excerclses on a state·of·the art treadmill.

Racquet clubs raising a racket

Health clubs fight YMCA expansion
Plans for renovation of the Portland YMCA
and the opening of a new YMCA in Biddeford
have prompted Southern Maine health club
owners to organize a campaign against what they
claim is unfair competition from the non-profit
YMCAs.
"In recent years, the YMCA has redirected its
nationwide efforts to provide state-of-the-art fitness facilities which are designed, priced and
marketed to people who could otherwise eaSily
afford commercially available services," said
Robert Fisk, spokesperson for the newly-formed
Maine Clubs For Fair Competition (MCFC) ,
"We are not a fitness club," said Ron Harris, of
the Portland YMCA's board of directors. "We
supply a whole spectrum of facilities for a whole
spectrum of people. If our membership is a threat
toany health club, they have bigger problems that
we'll ever present."

YMCA expansion plans spur new group

the hause oj stiles
125 Main Street
Yarmouth 207-846-4232
Open 9:30 to 5:00, Mon. - Sat.
Thursday 'til 7 pm

Jerry
Faires
Jewelry
Bracelets,
rings, bolas,
concho belts,
necklaces,
earrings.
Turquoise/
Sterling Silver
Show opening
November 24,
10AM-8PM

THE

PLAINS
GALLERY
28 Exchange Street. Portland Maine 04101 207) 774·7500

M·Wl0-6· Th·Sa 10·9' Su 1·5
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But Fisk, who owns Tennis of Maine in Falmouth, said that because the YMCA is a nonprofit organization, it enjoys reduced rates on
postage, insurance and interest - and charitable
(tax-exempt) contributions can be allocated to
expansion plans.
The MCFC claimed that these "unfair" advantages enable YMCAs to offer adult recreation
facilities at a price averaging one-third less than
their clubs must charge.
An adult membership at the Portland YMCA
costs $283 a year - $395 with the use of Nautilus
equipment.
By comparison, membership at The Bay Club,
a stylish fitness club located downtown at One
City Center, cost $660 a year - including state-ofthe-art cardiovascular machines and Nautilus
equipment, plush locker rooms furnished with
TV s and two aerobics studios. But The Bay Club's
650 members, who pay 40 percent more, do not
have the use of racquetball, handball or squash
courts such as those at the YMCA.
"(Our purpose) is to inform the people of Maine
about the growing challenge to private club
owners due to unfair competition from YMC As
and other non-profit organizations," said Fisk.
According to Fisk, the number of health clubs
in the Portland area has increased from five to 23
in the past few years. The MCFC includ es representatives from Tennis Racket, Tennis oi Maine
and The Bay Club, located in the Portland area, as
well as from Fitness Connection, of Lewiston, and

New England Health and Racquet, of Saco.
The formation of the MCFC was prompted by
the Portland YMCA's $2.5 million campaign to
renovate its Forest A venue building. MCFC club
owners said the expanded YMCA would include
an expanded Nautilus section, refurbi shed ra cquet courts and a skywalk jogging track.
"The Portland YMCA has been here for 63
years," said Harris. "The building is old. Most of
the money will go to the renovation of the building."
The MCFC hopes efforts to deter expansion in
Portland will keep other Maine YMCAs from
moving in the same directions. There are 16
YMCAs in the state. Ellsworth and Bath YMCAs
are looking into similar capital campaign drives
and the Lewiston YMCA also has plans to upgrade, according to Fisk.
"We don' t think upscale health and racquet
facilities are chari table services," said Ken
Navarro, owner of New England Health and
Racquet, Navarro said he lost 53 percent of his
new-client business last spring when the Biddeford/Saco YMCA opened.

Tax-exempt status at risk?
"They're not allowed to make money in a forprofit business and channel those funds into a
charitable business," said Navarro. The MCFC
contends that the YMCAs are in violation of the
Unrelated Business Tax laws, which, require nonprofit organizations to conduct commercial ope rations separately.
Harris said the Portland YMCA will not be
running a for-profit business. "What would
YMCAs do but menta\, moral and physical fitness?" he asked .
The MCFC will be conducting a letter-writing
campaign in hopes of dissuading the YMCA from
competing in the adult recreation market. Chamber of Commerce members, municipal tax officials and IRS officers are among its primary targets.
Club owners in Portland, Ore., went beyond
letter writing and took legal a ction against two
YMCAs there. They are awaiting a ruling on the
assessment of their ta xes by the Oregon State
Supreme Court, said Helen Durkin of the International Racquet Sports Association.
Harris, however, denies a national trend. "The
YMCA in Portland (Maine) is an autonomous
association. Wedo what the community wants us
to do."
Milry ua Crawely

Recreational boaters make splash
Recreational boaters might have to pay $50 a year to dock their
boats in slips in Portland Harbor while commercial boa~ers d~k
for free. Phineas Sprague, owner of Portland Yacht Services, said
that the proposed fee is "extremely unfair and saddles the recreation boater to fund the Harbor Commission." Sprague said that
the commission's budget more than triplee over the last four
years and has gone after the recreational boater with an "unreasonable tax" to stay afloat. The commission will vote on whether
to impose the tax on Dec. 14.
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G-P UpS price for Great Northern
On Nov 19., Georgia-Pacific upped it's takeover offer for Great
Northern Nekooska Corp. to $3.8 billion after Great Northern
rejected its Nov. 13 offer of $3.13 billion. Great Northern will
consider the new offer at a director's meeting to be held the week
of Thanksgiving.
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Media Mike strikes again
Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood, dubbed "Media Mike"
by District Attorney Paul Aranson, is featured in th~ Dec~mber
issue of Esquire magazine. Chitwood was one of 36 indiViduals
chosen for the Esquire Register. According to Bill Tonelli, a senior
editor at Esquire, people from a variety of fields who have
"demonstrated professionalism" arechosenfor the register. Tonelli
said that he had worked at a magazine in Philadelphia where
Chitwood was known as an "illustrious cop." When Tonelli read
an article in the New York Post this summer about Chitwood's
gun control battle in Maine, he suggested the chief receive the
award . The magaZine is on the newsstands now.

Give Your Family the
Gift of a Lifetime
For Only

Holiday publishing schedule
Casco Bay Weekly regularly publishes every Thursday, but this
issue was published on Wednesday, Nov. 22, in order to accommodate the Thanksgiving holiday. Also, there will be no Casco Bay
Weekly on Dec. 28 so that the CBW staff can enjoy the Christmas
holiday. The Dec. 21 issue will be redistributed that week, and a
new paper will be on the streets by Jan 4., 1990,

per day*

Buy Them a Showcase Home jor Christmas.

WEIRD NEWS:

• A $500 gift certificate/deposit will
guarantee spring construction

--In New York City, the Board of Standards and Appeals ruled
that a developer who violated zoning laws by building a Manhattan high-rise too tall must lop off the top 12 floors. Parkview
Associates, protesting tha t dismantling the top of the alrea~y bUIlt
building would cost $10 million, offered to bUlI~ 4? 10~-Income
senior citizen apartments if it could leave the bUIlding Intact, but
the board rejected the proposal and ordered the upper floors

• Showcase will match your $500
with an additional $500 giftagainst the cost of yaur home

• Call for your free home.
planning kit

1-800-344-6552

removed .
--After allowing 40 inmates to buy personal computers, the
reformatory at Momoe, Wash., reversed i~s policy and ban,n.ed the
computers from cells. Officialsat the medlUm-secunty fa~lhty say
they feared prisoners might keep escape plans on their floppy
disks.
--The answer to declining blood bank deposits may be a supplementmadeof cow blood. Cow hemoglobin is similar to human
hemoglobin in its amino acid and oxygen conte~t and could be
used in short-term, emergency situations, according to sCIentists.
Biopure Corp. has developed a cow-bl.oo<! ~rodu~t, called Hemopure I, that is scheduled to start chmcal tnals thIS year.
Roland Sweet/AlterNet

~~

•
•
•
•

Building lots available statewide
Five models to choose from
Homes as low as $39.950
Financing and full contracting

SHOWCASE HOMES , INC.

m

Locations: Rte. 4. Turner Plaza. Turner
Rte. 302, Naples. E. of Rte 135

s
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THURSDAY 11/22 STEVE HOWELL & THE WOLVES

Undoubtedly
Portland's f"tnest pizza
and steak sandwiches.

FOLK ART

2 for 1 Dinner Special
FromMenunrun:o's Specialties Only

DISAPPOINTED

YOURS:

;:e questwnnaire reprinted ":/OW

WIlS received the week of Nov, 13, shortly after Wayne Curtis' caver story on
Why Maine ha~ Portland. The return address was typed "Bubba Bean, General Delivery, Egypt, Maine" but the letter

was postmarked In Portland. Although CBW does not normally print mail from unidentified
senders (we get plenty!), we think this submisswn, which our
friends Downeast say they've seen before,
is worth sharing,

545 Congress Street
Portland, Maine

Plan you Holiday Party
at BRUNO'S now while there are
still rooms available.
They are booking up fast.

This space is for upinions. Your
views are here, and sometimes ours.
Please be brief when you write, and
pleJlse include a phone number
(which will not be published) so
that we CIln verify your letter.
Send your VIEWS to: VIEWS,
Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St.,
Portland,ME,04102.

With Ihls coupon.

BRUNO'~

(For small parties or groups up to 125)

Great Food, Great Prices,
Festive Atmosphere

oJ

~cial Menus AvailableU
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Happy

PUIUSHER Gary Sanllmiello
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EDITOR Monte Paulsen

Thanksgiving!
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A WATERFRONT RESTAuRANT

Andy Newman

SUNDAY BRUNCH

Tonee Harbert
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Dan Tonini, PA Trisha

Lower Falls Landing, Yannouth, Maine 207-846-1226

DISPlAY ADYERTISING
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15 Reasons
To Celebrate
The Holidays
Are Under This Tree
** Teas,
Stocking Stuffers
Jams & Jellies
** Playmobil
Christmas Decorations
Children's Toys
*Imported
Chocolates
&Candies
*great
And many more
ideas!
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Michele A. Caron

MASSAGE & HEALT CLUB MEMBERSHIP
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• NO INITIATION FEE. FREEZE POUCY AVAILABLE '12X12 JACUZZI •
NAUllLUS CENTER. AEROBICS. SAUNAS. STEMtROOMS • 3 TANNING
BOOTHS' UFF.CYCLES • STAIAMASTER , R~NG ERGOMETER·
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Portland fntRegency

HEALTH CLUB

10 Exchange st. Portland 772-5119

Holiday Hours:

Mon-Sat 10-8, Sun t2·5

20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT 774-4200
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Tradition
Hand-finished cast
pewter Christmas
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Woodbury Pewter &
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Holiday Gift.
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Chicken Fajitas • Soft
Tacos. Dinner Combos. Chicken Stir-fry. Vegetable Stir-fry. Tortellini Alfredo· Tortellini Primavera. Lasagna. and more!. TAKE OUT AVAILABLE
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We took a trip
and brought
back hot &
healthy
dishes from
the
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SOUPS· SANDWICHES· SALADS
"A /Ieallll' Alternative"
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Classic Impressions
164 Middle 51. • Old Port. 874-6980
Next to The Oyster Club

For All Ye Mighty

IVind Related JYeeds

~ Give a loved one

.•: •
.•: ~
': '.

a kite for the holidays
and watch
% their spirits soar!
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MAXWELL'S
Specialty Housewares
"For that extra special gifl "

100
COMMERCIAL
STREET
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Atelier Framing
Bon Vivant
Classic Impressions
Conceits
D. Cole Jewelers
Geraldine Wolf Antique & Estate Jewelry
Hair Exchange
Maxwell's
Motionwear
Old Port Emporium
Old Port Kite Shoppe
Options
Portland Regency Health Club
Severy's
Shipwreck & Cargo
The Fresh Market
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Susu Martin of South Portland
was ylsltlng a summer school at
Small Point, Maine, when
seyeral of the students exploded
from a "wardrobe" room In
these costumes. She said she Just
started taking pictures, unsure
of what was happening.
"The photograph has that
perfect 35-mllllmeter energy,"
said Judge Rose Marasco.
"The photographer went for the
moment. The photographer and
the moment became the same
thing: both on the raw edge of
trust. It was a brave, risky
exposure."

Life in Black and White
Photographs loom everywhere.
The ubiquitous quality of this young and malleable
medium often leaves casual observers unsure of its
identity: on the walls of museums and galleries,
photography has taken its place alongside the classics;
on the pages of glossy magaZines it has become the
pied-piper of pop culture; and its cousin video has
made the world a smaller and more commercial place.
Amidst this cascade of images, many people
continue to etch fragments of their lives into "snapshots." These are personal documents, and the camera
is, in this most common purpose, a tool for personal
discovery. It is this photography that the "Life in Black
and White" contest was intended to encourage:
serious, personal photographic statements.
The judges were asked to look for pictures that

·EVANS·
•GALLERY·

Of Rusty Munroe's photo,
"Something Fishy," (on the
cover) Judge Bill Curtsinger
said, "The composition and
design add a sense of mystery.
That draws me In.''

Color Photographs
from the F.S.A. by

Judges Curtsinger, Marasco and Evans (I-r).

Did Grandpa have an
accident recently?
We can fix him Up,
and just in time for
Christmas.
We'll also process and
print all types of black &
white film. We can
convert to black & white
from your color originals.

FREE
RENTAL
DAYI

Jack Delano
Russell Lee
Marion Post Wolcott
John Vachon

SO,
STOCK UP
ON WED.
NOV. 22nd!

21 November- 30 December
Tues. - Fri. 10-6· Sat. 11-5

"It's a slice of real life In
Portland - one you don't usually
see," said Judge Bill Curtsinger.
"They're cool. They've got all
the moyes. You know they're
kids."

"I really like the ambiguity,"
said Judge Betsy Evans.
"It raises questions. I like that."

VIDEO PORT
WILL BE
CLOSED ON
THANKSGIVIN
BUT...
IT WILL BE A

A FINE ART PHOTOGRAPHY GALLERY

7 Pleasant Street
Portland, Maine 04101

made statements about modem life in Southern Maine.
And the judges - Bill CurtSinger, a regular contributor
to National Geographic Magazine; Betsy Evans,
founder of the Evans Gallery; and Rose Marasco,
instructor of photography at the University of Southern Maine - found those statements.
The 49 photographs entered were first narrowed to
nine finalists. The judges then scrutinized that final
selection. The intents and messages of several photographs were discussed at length.
In the end, three were chosen. Those photographs,
on the cover and above, will be on display at Just Black
& White, 54 York St., until the end of the year. (Photographs not selected may be picked up there.) Each
photographer will receive $50 in processing from Just
Black & White and $50 in cash.

Jonathan Whitney of Portland
was walking around with his
camera when he saw these girls
smoking. He said they "hammed
It up" once they saw he was
taking their picture.

""eet
D.trl"D.S

JUS J

54 YORK ST.
761-5861

III
tt

TO OFFER:

NATIONAL
PRICING

$17.95
per month - wide area
digital display pager

tt

TO OFFER:

WIDE AREA NEW ENGLAND
COVERAGE AT LOCAL RATES
TO PROMOTE:

PERSONAL MESSAGE RECEIVERS

t:llmellJ"

THAT ALLOW YOU TO RECEIVE COMPLETE
TEXT MESSAGES ON YOUR BEEPER

Jack Delano "Side Show at the Vermont State Fair, Rutland" 1941

TO OFFER:

VOICE MESSAGE INSURANCE

207 -879-0042

SO YOU NEVER HAVE TO MISS A VOICE PAGE AGAIN!

Natural Foods Market

Rock! Reggae! Blues! Progressive!

VIDEOPORT . . . .
T.M.

Lower Lobby
_ ,; f.,
151 Middle St.llolJtz..,ljY1o~""-"~n~ 773-1999
Old Port
L1
;;>vOPEN EVERY' DAY 10 TO 10

Come in for our
Organic Produce
for your special
Thanksgiving Dinner.
537 Shore Road· Cape Elizabeth· 767-2803
Mon_ 9:30-5 • Tues.-Fri. 9:30-8. Sat. 9-6

LOCAL COMPANY TO OFFER:

THE POWER OF MT. WASHINGTON
IF IT'S NEW -IT'S FROM...

PAGENewEngland
207-714-PAGE • 800-322-5555
16 ATLANTIC PLACE • S. PORTLAND, ME 04106
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hanksgivlng
Specials
November 24th - 26th

~~~f{jJ),.
CRAFTS &
~
WOODWORKING !~(
SUPPLIES

Comm
,,1
Cable Network
week of 11/22JB9
Living Tapestries:
Elder Images & Style (1/2 hr.)
USM Close ups:
The Library's New Million Dollar
Maps Donation (1/2 hr.)
Sebago Magazine:
Historic Arcnitecture (1/2 hr.)
City Arts:
Area Arts Events (1/2 hr.)
USM Closeups:
Tom Power, Playwrite "Grannia"
(1/2 hr.)
Forts 01 Portland:
Historical Tour (1/2 hr.)

I:ry Andy Newman

HUGE SELECTION
FACTORY DIRECT PRICES

You won't say no
to our seconds!

11

Cas-ey's---.-- -

• Free Mail Order Catalog •

15 112 School Street, Freeeort
865-3244 Open daily unhl6

Programs premiere Wed. 7-10pm, in
order listed & repeat Thu.-Mon. 1-4
& 7-10pm and the following Tues.,
Wed ., & Thurs. gam-noon.

t1
~
~

Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So.
Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth,
Scarborough & Gorham.

~~~:;~~

T.R.{JPJCJfL PE'l{fj'l1J'1{
432 FORE STREET
773-6499

35% OFF
Our All-Cotton

Calida
Pajamas

* Lang Folk Art Calendars $9.95
* Cats' Meow Houses $7. 7s,J'·;i ,. .
* Folk Dolls $16.75 & up :·· *, ·,;Y<.,,··~
* Prints $5 .75 & up
* Monkey Bread Pots $10.50 & $12.50
;:::~~:;. ~ ~: .~~..: {

.~~:'

~:

.:'~

\::J

Super Bowl Pool

We have Gift Certificates & layaway, too!

Jl WeavefS Shop

15 School Street, Freeport, ME 865-3143
Open daily
VISa / MC / AMEX

24 Chances at

Curtis Sweet
Curtis Sweet, 24, Is the airbrush artist
behind Big Time Airbrushing. Sweet's
customers bring him a photograph of
anything from their car to their pet and he
reproduces It on a shirt. Otherwise, they
choose from one his own "designs," which
he personalizes by writing a name on It.
Sweet sets up shop at Old Orchard Beach
during the summer and In the Maine Mall
during the winter.

] 36 Main St., Freeport
II",: Mon.-Sat. ] 0-8
Sun. 10-6
865-6201

,.?tddledowrU

TV

FACTORY STORE
6 Mill St.
Freeport, Maine
On the South Side of the
VlJ1age Center Parking Area

Holiday Shopping Hours
November 24 - December 23
Thursday - Saturday
Most stores open until 9pm
Sunday - Wednesday
all stores open until at least 6pm.

CB Wrronee Harbert

A conversation with

How did you start airbrushing?
I'm from Mississippi originally and airbrushing
is really big down there and in Florida. I had just
done this as a hobby and then four summers ago
down at Old Orchard Beach I started a shop with
another guy. This winter I've got a place of my
own here in the mall.

How does airbrushing work?
There's an air compressor and these little paint
guns. You can go anywhere from a hairline to a
pretty thick line depending on how you adjust it.
It's like an instrument; you' ve got to stick with it
and practice and practice and practice until you get
it down.

$21,000
See Bartender
for more information.

$6. So it will cost almost $60.

Would you spend that much for at-shirt?
[ would never go and say, "here put my car on a
shirt, here's $60." But that's why I'm in business.
Because there's a lot of people who like that stuff.

Do you worry that this might be a trend
that will pass?
It's been around a long time and I think there
will be a market for it for a long time because it's so
versatile. I came up with a design for Alf in a day.
I' ve painted 500 Alfs, I'd say. I wrote " Don't
worry, be happy" a million times.

Supper Specials
Vegetarian specials made
from the finest
natural ingredients

Doesn't that get tedious?
It gets old sometime doing the same thing
repetitiously. But I get it down on the shirt and it
looks good and I do enjoy that.

What have you painted on besides shirts?
I've done them on everything: bras, panties,
underwear, shoes, socks, hats, tire covers. I've been
getting into doing it on guitars. There could be
quite a market for guitars pretty soon.

Monument Way at Monument Squa...
""rtland, MoIne (207) 772-7299

Do difficult requests Intimidate you?
Do people realize what goes Into this?

~STEFANEL
OUTLET STORE

50% Off
Italian Fashionwear for Men and Women
140 Main Street, Freeport

People ask "Can r paint my own?" Sure, go buy
an airbrush. You get a lot of smart asses who say "I
can do that." But you get used to it. I don't let it
bother me.

Getting my confidence up was the biggest thing.
The first couple years, I'd be paranoid somebody's
was going to throw a shirt back in my face and tell
me it sucks. But I've got confidence now. There's
nothing that I'm really intimidated by doing.

146 Ocean St., South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE

Do you make this stuff from scratch?

Do you think of this as an art form?

Used & Out-of-Print Books
We buy books, too.

Everything I do is freehand. You notice I have
sports and other designs all around the outside
here. Toward Christmas time I'll only do my
designs unless it's a custom job that's real quick.

[ guess so. I draw for a living. I can reproduce
anything that you want me to do . I don't know
what you've got to be to classify as an artist - have
an art degree or go to school- but I gu ess you'd
classify me as an artist. An airbrush artist.

Does a design take len time
than a custom Job?
It take me an average of six minutes for a design

and costs around $20.

How much will that shirt with the truck and
the guy's name cost?
That was a custom job and took me around an
hour so I'll get $50 for the paint. I sell the shirts for

Tue. to Fri. 11-5, Sat. 12-4
Other times by chance ...

What do you parents think of what you do?
At first they said, "you need to go out and get a
real job with good benefits." Now I'll call my dad
after a good day "nd tell him to get a real job. No,
they're very proud.
Andy Newman hils decided to have his heart painted on his
sleeve rather thiln always wearing it there.

CWSED THANKSGIVING
WEEKEND
Stop in for a few minutes, or
browse for hours. Enjoy!
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Holiday Specialties
for you and yours!

by Morgan Sheperd

American College
Theater Festival

Student
theater:
creativity
•In process

"Mystical and sensual- and entirely captivating."
ROLLING STONE REVIEWS
"Filled with images and emotions to sooth the soul."
MUSICIAN
The Innocence Mission are four musicians from Lancaster, Pennsylvania
with an inventive approach to music, poetic lyrics that concentrate on
detail, and a childlike openness to the world. To hear The Innocence
Mission is to enter a world of wonder, love, hope and imagination.
Once you're there, you won't want to leave.

THE INNOCENCE MISSION
The debut album, featuring "Black Sheep Wall"
and "I Remember Me".
PRODUCED BY LARRY KLEIN

NOW ON TOUR.
See the Innocence Mission at the Tree Cafe on Wednesday,
November 29th.
Their mesmerizing debut LP is available at

Cumberland Electronics,
Record Exchange,
Enterprise Records,
and
Bad Habits.
© 19&9 A&:M RecQI"ds, Inc_ All rights reserved.

••

I steered my trusty Escort to USM' s Russell
Square Theater last week during the height of that
awful storm Thursday night to watch some college thea ter. Fish-tailing through rain gusts and
wet wind somewhereou tin Scarborough pumped
up my adrenaline, so by the time I arrived in
Gorham I was ready for any kind of theater, good
or bad. The whole experience was a trip back for
me,anyway.
A few years ago, I acted ina few USMproductions. When I entered Russell Square Theater, I
noticed things hadn't changed much. The main
theater still needs a refresher course in revitalization. It looks like someone's shabby living room.
But USM desperately needs a new library before
new furniture gets out to Gorham.
The building's basement twists through a corridor with professor's offices shooting off to the
left and right. A large room that used to be filled
with saw dust and blocks of wood leads into the
"green room," or dressing area, for the actors.
There is no indoor way to travel from the green
room to the main theater without going outside,
all the way around the building, and through a
back door into the backstage area. Sometimes it's
busy backstage, so actors wait outside, shivering,
trying to concentrate on character, wondering
why they're doing this.
They're shivering for art, of course. If the theater doesn't gleam with polished brass, and soft,
carpeted stairs and the bar isn't stocked with
Perrier and expensive liquor, there are other
compensations. The seats in the main theater are
old but comfortable. The floor is solid. And you
can buy M&M's pretty cheap.
Unabashed excitement surrounds student
opening nights. Before the play, everyone hugs
everyone. Goodwill chic nestles next to handmade Peruvian sweaters in the seats. Haircontinues unchecked . There is an overdose of various
shades of red hair, or black. Lots of black. The
ceiling is flat black. Backstage people wear black.
Stage managers wear black. It's black cotton,
denim, or taffeta with ruffles. It's a tragic color,
it's a power color. No one honors black like a
student.

American College Theater Festival
Three original one-act plays were on the agenda.
Written by USM theater students Pam Glidden,
Katherine Larlee, and Geary Smith the plays were
produced, for the most part, by student directors
and actors downstairs in USM's Lab Theater.
"Marbles" byGlidden, "Trial by Error" by Larlee,
and "Prank" by Smith, were up against one another for the privilege of being chosen as USM's
representative to the American College Theater
Festival (AcrF).
The annual ACTF takes place in Washington
D.C's Kennedy Center during April. Prior to
na tional campeti tion, regional finalists throughout the country are picked by judges who travel
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from college to college tapping the nation's p0tential theater talent.
Late in January of 1990, Rhode Island COllege
will host the Region One competition, which
includes Maine and the rest of New England.
Winning finalists will travel to Washington in
April, where there will be monetary prizes and,
more importantly, exposure to theater's head
hunters.
Russell Square Theater has done well at the
AcrF in the past. I first became aware of the
Festival five years ago when I was a student at
USM. Since then, an orginaJ musical "Gynt,"
written by a USM graduate, made it to Washington. The year I participated (not well, I'm afraid),
a couple of my friends were entered into in the
finals. Michelle Damato won best supporting actress in Washington, D.C. Terry Drew of Mad
Horse Theatre won best actress in the New England regionals in 1984.
The plays in competition this year were selected from a play writing course taught last
spring by USM theater professor and ACfFboard
member Walter Stump.

Three playwrights; three plays
Pre-performance energy was high in the Lab
Theater.
The Lab Theater has replaced the saw-dusted
room down in the basement. It's a place for student-produced theater, rehearsals, etc. It's tiny,
and seats filled quickly at last week' s competi tion.
In fact, people stood in the back of the room both
nights, not seeming to mind. They were there to
support the plays, players, and playwrights, not
to sit in seats named for them.
I recognized a couple of people I had gone to
school with, and got a couple of hugs. You can
always expect a hug from a theater person.
HUGlOl is a prerequisite for an actor. I spoke
briefly to two of the nervous playwrights beforehand. We were interrupted by curious well-wishers who kept peeking into
the room where I had
dragged the playwrights
for interviews.
Sitting tensely on the
edge of a seat, senior
Katherine Larlee, the
author of "Trial By Error," told me her play was
a highly personal dramatization of a part of her
past - a combination of
realism and expressionism. "There are real
events, times and people,
but time is collapsed in
on itself," she said. Larlee
is a poet, and says knowledge of that genre helped
her with the dialogue for
"Trial By Error." She is
thinking about entering
an MFA program after
gri.lduation. "Trial By
Error" is one step in that
direction.
Geary Smith, a junior,
appeared more calm than
Larlee, but he told me he
was nervous. "Prank" is his first attempt at a play.
He has based it loosely on a practical joke some
Air Force buddies played on someone. He isn't, or
wasn't a playwright before Stump's class, he told
me. He's an actor, and hasn't studied many playwrights. He didn't like the rewrites and revisions
necessary tobring "Prank" toitscurrentform. But
he is currently writing another play.
After speaking to Larleeand Smith, Hound one
of the last available seats. The audience began
crowding to the sides and back of the cramped
room.
The ACfFjudges forthecompetition were late
both nights, and people eyed their empty seats
hungrily until they made their Pinter-timed entrances.Finally, thelightsdimmed,and the actors
slipped into place. '

47 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011
"When I signed up for THE 335as an elective in
the spring, I had no idea where the class would
lead me. Inspired by a country-and-western song
by Randy Travis, "Marbles" started out as a means
to a grade but has since become a major accomplishment in my life. I would like to thank the
talented cast for bringing "Marbles" to life," wrote
Pam Glidden, the al! thor of the first play.
"Marbles" was a "Dallas" -type comedy featuring
four characters and some very funny lines. Directed by Professor Michael Howard (the only
staff director), it starred Jill Casey, T. Hillary
David, Bill Temple, and Cory Legassie.
Larlee's "Trial By Error" was a serious, dark
piece, but not without humor. Lines were intense
and poetic. Larlee incorporated dance into her
plot, and used black ribbons tied to the main
character to symbolize her struggle as she learned
to trust herself. The play was directed by student
Mary Ellen O'Hara, and starred Stephanie Michelle Bell, Heatherlisiela T.D. Kelpin, and Richard
James Perna II.
"Prank" was funny, contained some climatic
moments of dramatic tension, and a few surprises. "Prank" was directed by student Rebecca
Szatkowski and starred Jason Brown, Tony
Payson,Matt Anson,and Christopher Hartmann.

Don't just
think
'1--1

about it,
DO IT!!!

Make sure your holiday
look is complete
with a visit to our salon .

Challenging the audience
The overall quality of the productions was
impressive. They are good works in progress, and
many of the actors show promise, or at least the
energy that might be channeled into a career.
Those seated around me commented on what
should have been changed. Larlee's symbolism
was not tight enough. Some of the characters in
"Marbles" seemed off. Smith's play contained too
much profanity.
Every student or professor watching would
have done something differently. But there areas
many ways to produce, direct, or act theater as
there are ways to paint a picture, or write a book,

...-iRBoi;;;::m.
with

11~bits
~

The Heretix PI~

Darien Brahms ~:: Soul Miners, Rockin' Vibrations
ALSO: WMPG DJ's all night downstairs
Chern-Free: 1:15 - 3:00 am

or perform a dance. Students should, at the very
least, challenge the creative efforts of others, as
well as themselves.
In Gorham, creative efforts continue, as the
university continues a busy season. It's worth
gOingout to the campus to see upcoming productions. There are no plush seats, but ticket prices
are cheaper and the commitment to the study of
theater gives each performance a different energy
not found in professional theater. Sometimes that
energy is high, sometimes it's low. Bu t always, it's
a learning experience.

Morgan Shepard doesn 'ttrave/through storms just to get
M&M'scheap.

Stand Up
Comedy Auditions
al

1.i1t12
7/JiffieJ
Bring your best 10 minutes of material
contact Tim Ferrell

Saturday, November 25
3:30 - 5:30 pm
36 MARKET ST. • PORTLAND. 773-4500

• A slice of history at the
Portland Museum of Art: an
exhibit of American carriages
and sleighs from the collection
of Horace K. Sowles Jr., is on
exhibit through Christmas at
the museum. Sowles will give
gallery talks on the exhibit
Nov. 30 at 3:15 p.m., Dec. 7
and 14 at 5:15 p.m. For more
information, call 775-6148.

torium, USM Portland. Admission is $5 for the general
public; $3 for USM students,
faculty and staff. For more
information, call 780-4812.
The Copper Beech Tree at
• The Innocence Mission is the Portland Museum of Art
a quartet from Philadelphia
will be lit today at 4:45 p.m.
led by singer, songwriter and Admission to the museum is
keyboard est Karen Peris. The free today beginning at 3 p.m.
band's music reflects influOther activities include a
ences from the Beatles to Kate gallery talk on the exhibit
Bush. The Innocence Mission "Carriages and Cutters" at
plays tonight at the Tree Cafe, 3:15 p.m., a performance on
45 Danforth St., Portland. For an antique pump organ with
more information, call 774entertainment by members of
1441.
the cast of the Portland Ballet's production of "The
Nutcracker" and a traditional
caroling procession led by the
Portland Community Chorus
at 4 p.m. For more information, call the museum at 775• The Art of Black Dance
6148.
and Music of Boston give a
• Evan Johns & the Hlecture/ demonstration of the Bombs ingnite Portland.
history of black music and
Described as "true-grit Ameridance. The ensemble uses
can rockers," these raunchtraditional costumes and
abilly, rockabilly boys put the
instruments both handmade
roll back into rock & roll at
and imported from Africa.
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.,
The performance "Images of
Portland. Tickets are $5 at the
Our African Heritage" is at 8 door. For more information,
p.m. in Luther Bonney Audi- call 773-6886.

• Holiday diversions can
be summed up in one word:
movies. The Fall Film Fest at
the Nickelodeon on Temple
Street continues with "The
Music Teacher." Described as
the "Rocky" of opera, Belgian
opera star Jose Van Dam
plays a retired opera star who
coaches two young singers for
an operatic dual to
determine the next
great tenor. The
movie's a feast
of splendid
cinematography
and a fabulous
score of music by
Mahler, Verdi
and Mozart.
1
I •
Check LISTINGS
for times. Evan Johns & the H·Bombs play Nov. 30 at Raoul's.

Pirates
come inland p.m., Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
to Gorham: Tickets are $10/$8. For ticket
The Russell
Square Players information, call 799-1421.
present "Grannia,"
opening Dec. 1.

(1940). Based on the story by
Somerset Maugham, "Of
Human Bondage" stars Leslie
Howard as a young doctor
who falls for a promiscuous
waitress (Davis). "Dark
Victory" casts Davis as a
dying heiress who falls in love
with her doctor (George
Brent). Davis, Errol Flynn,
Olivia de Havilland and
• The Reindeer Room, a
Vincent Price star in "The
venue for jazz and cabaret is
Private Lives of Elizabeth and
open on Saturday nights
Essex," the love story of
upstairs at HuShang 2, 11
Elizabeth I and the Earl of
Brown St., Portland. Tonight's Essex. Director Willy Wyler's
show is "The Women of The
movie "The Letter" cast Davis
Stage," featuring local female as a rubber plantation owner's
vocalists Becca Kendall, Amy wife who shoots her lover and
Roche and Karen Stickney.
tries to cover up her act with a
Seating is limited, so reserva- system of elaborate lies. For a
tions are suggested. Admiscomplete schedule of movies,
sion is $3.50 in advance; $5 at check LISTINGS.
the door. For more information, call 874-9002.

• The Queen of the silver
screen, Bette Davis, is the
subject of a week-long retrospective at The Movies on
Exchange Street. The series
begins today with four Bette
Davis films: "Of Human
Bondage" (1934), "Dark
Victory" (1939), "The Private
Lives of Elizabeth and Essex"
(1939) and "The Letter"

• Leonard Bernstein's
Serenade for Violin and
Orchestra is the highlight of
tonight's performance by the
Portland Symphony Orchestra
and violinist Glenn Dicterow.
Other pieces performed
include Debussy's "Afternoon
of the Faun" and Stravinsky's
"Firebird." Showtime is at
7:45 p.m. at Portland City Hall
Auditorium. The concert will
be preceded by a free preview
at 6:30 p.m. Tickets are $25$10. For more information,
call the PSO at 773-8191.
• "Syntagma" is a 1985
film directed by Valie Export
who directed a segment of
"Seven Women, Seven Sins"
which was shown at The
Movies on Exchange Street
earlier this fall. Her film will
be shown tonight, followed by
a
lecture "Feminism and The
• Singer Billy Bragg comes
Avant-Garde
film" given by
out of England to save us
Sandra Frieden, professor of
from another evening of
Monday night football. Bragg German at the University of
sings powerful, socio-political Houston. The lecture is at 7
p.m. in Smith Auditorium,
songs. Tonight, he performs
Sills
Hall, Bowdoin College,
one show at 8 p.m. at Raoul's,
Brunswick.
The events is free
865 Forest Ave., Portland.
and
open
to
the public. For
Tickets are $10. Buy your
tickets early; this one will sell more information, call 7253151.
out. For more information,
call 773-6886.

The Portland Ballet Company's production of
''The Nutcracker" opens Dec. 1

~rP"'"

.'

..

THE-MOVIES····

Wbmer Best Director
cannes I'IIm l'esUvai 1987

ays

anee.r ./
Off Your Thanksgiving Feast: 3. FRio CHEM-FREE
1.
.r ULTIMATE DANCE PARTY

WED, NOV 22 _ WMPG BENEFIT
16+, D.J. Kns, 8:~O - 2 am
3 Bands (including Heretix)
4. SAT, MAINE S MOST
9-3 am, Chern-Free after 1 am
PROGRESSIVE DANCE MIX

2

Take Out
772~360
Open 6 Days 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
147 Cumberland Ave, Portland

•
THAN,KSGIVING NIGHT - Dance It Off!
With D.J. De 9-2 am, 21+

m

21+, D.J. Bob, 9-2 am,
no cover befa re 10 pm

5.sUN, REQUEST NIGHT
NO COVER! 21+,

Wlf'{GS OF D~~~~~

A fUM BY Willi 1

NOV. 26· DEC, 2

by dadO fa
nelson

adapted "ily ri¢l\lIrd
ONE WEEK

DECCa DAVIS:
A RETROSPECTIVE
SUn I, Mon 5
01 Human Bondage
SUn 3, 7, Mon 9
Oar1< VIctory
;un 5, Mon 7
The Private Uves
of Elizabeth and Essex
SUn 9, Tues·Wed 7:15
TheLet1er
Tues 5, 9, Wed 9

acciderttal death
of an anarchist

The Llttt. Foxes
Wed 5, Thurs. 7
Now, Voyager
Thurs 9:15, Frl5, Sat 1
Juarez
Frl9, Sat 3:15,7:15
What Ever Happened
to Babv Jane?
Thurs 5:15, Fri 7:15,
Sat 5:30, 9::.!

Nov_ 28 - Dec. 17

man intimate 90z. jar...

makes a"KILLER' holiClaY gift !
[. " case lots aVaifable, too.)
Only at:

UNCLE
BILLY'S
SOUTHSIDE JWt-B-qW

774";0465
,

~

2511. Fotest ,,_.
." .

of \he.MilliOn~8riAQ:e one s\.,

767-7"119

'S

Prod,±cedlw Bois,,,, ~ascade
& Shop'n Save Supermarkets

TAD-OVT

Nat to lheGriffinClub-Soutmide

(9t'iCongr~S$)

'Iue~Sa.t .ll:30-I O:30 Sun<4:~-l():30

36 MARKET ST. • PORTL

Beer and. Wine

• "Grannia," a musical
based on the story of a 16thcentury Irish pirate Grace
O'Malley, opens tonight at
Russell Square Theater, USM
Gorham. The musical was
written by Thomas A. Power,
associate professor of music at
USM, with music by USM
alumnus Larry "Flash" Allen.
Performances are Dec, 1-2,7-9
at 8 p.m., Dec. 3 and 10 at 5
p.m. For more information,
call 780-5483.
• The Portland Ballet Company performs a classical
version of Tchaikovsky's
ballet "The Nutcracker"
through Dec. 17 at City Theater, 205 Main St., Biddeford.
The PBC production harkens
back to the original Petipa
version first produced in 1892
in St. Peterburg and the
staging has been researched to
conform to Tchaikovsky's
own notes in his musical
score. Performances are
Friday at 8 p.m., SaturdaySunday at 2. Tickets are $10
adults, $9 for students and
seniors. For more information, call 282-0849.
• Dave Forman, radical
environmentalist and cofounder of Earth First,
speaks on the Earth
First movement and the
necessity of preserving the
wilderness. Forman speaks at
7:30 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick. The events is free
tion, call 774-8578.
and open to the public. For
more information, call 725• Political humorist Barry
3151 .
Crimins performs a show
titled "The Year in review" at
9 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium,
Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Admission is $5 for the public.
Tickets should be picked up
• International handicrafts
in advance at the Events
- Haitian doll furniture,
Office,
Moulton Union. For
baskets from the Philippines,
more
information,
call 725hand~arved wooden boxes
3151.
from India - are available at
• The Southern Maine
the Selfhelp Crafts Sale today
Blues
Society presents another
at 35 Lafayette St., Munjoy
Hill, Portland. One half of the big blues show at Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. This
proceeds from this sale go
time the 5MBS brings the
directly to the craftspeople;
Delta
blues music of John
the other half covers the costs
Hammond. Tickets are $8.
of shipping and storage here
Show
time is 9 p.m. For more
in the states. The sale is 9
information,
call 773-6886.
a.m.-3 p.m. For more informa-
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WILD HEARTS
with THE WHIGS and HEADCLEANERS

-Wi'-&i't.\"ru,

CLOSED

'·i .'.\.10.

BARBIE and the BRUISERS
and friends

_j.iiihH,\'CPffJ

Compiled by Ann Sitomer
Uellnge muet be received In writing by 12 noon the Frlay prior to publlc.tlon.
Ann Sitomer, C.eco B.y W_k1y, 187 CI.rk 51_., Porll.nd 04102

GOREHOUNDS

with Broken Toys and Haberland

LOOKING
OR

ence before the word or its defi- narrative poem by Cheryl Clarke
nition are gi ven, as in the case of accompanies the images and
a shot of a finger rubbing the rim interviews with Tiny and Ruby
of a glass.
in their home. Thepoem remarks
The above-mentioned "What thatTinycould have played with
Can I Do With a Male Nude?" the hottest male jazz musicians,
was shown next, followed by a but she chose toplay wi th women
women's film, "Tiny and Ruby: instead. It concludes that the
Hell Divin' Women," directed world wasn't ready for them
by Andrea Weiss and Gretta then. It's still not ready.
Schiller. The documentary is
The idea for a lesbian and gay
about the jazz trumpeter film festival came abou t last
Ernestine "Tiny" Davis and her summer. The producers of the
fellow musician and companion festival - Elspeth Brown, Julien
In Ron Peck's "What Can I Do
Ruby Lucas. Tiny led an all- Murphy and Penny Pollard With a Male Nude?" a frustrated women band in Kansas City. A
came up with the idea of having
photographer remarks that the
a film festival in Portland behistory of art offers connoisseurs
cause there was no place for lesof the male body too few images
bians and gays to see the movies
of bondage - and of those, Satan
being made about issues that
in bondage was the only image
concern them. "Gay and lesbian
that was acceptable by the
movies never corne to the NickGeneral Cinemas
church,
elodeon," says Brown. Also, there
Maine
Mall
Peck's witty film on the male
Maine Mall Road , S Pon land
is no regular festival of lesbian
n4·1022
nude as an object both of art and
Harlem Night. CR.
and gay films anywhere in the
f2. 1:30, 2:25,4,4 :45, 7,7 :20. 9 .40, 10
lust raises questions about cenThe LnU. ".mald {QI
Northeast, even though their are
1,3:15,5:1 5,7:15, 9:10
sorship, what constitutes porD.d(PGI
plenty of movies being made and
1:30.
4,7.
9:30
nography and what art. The
st.,I". To, ••hw (III
shown at yearly festivals in Chi1. :3, 5, 7 :15, 9 :25 (through "Nov 23)
camera gazes at a muscular man
a.ck To The Futw... II
cago, San Francisco and New
12:15,
2:.45,5:10,7:30,
10
in numerous poses. The photogYork.
rapher offers an ongoing monoNickelodeon
Is Portland ready for a film
Temple and Middle. Ponland
logue on the difficulties and den2·9751
festival
of movies by and for
First show Wed-Sun
lights of being an artist and a
Crlm •• and Wlad.,.,..non CPG-131
homosexuals?
Brown was en1:15.4:30,7:15. 9:.40
homosexual. The movie censors
St••• Maonoll •• (Pal
couraged
by
the
turnout Satur1, 4, 7. 9 :30
itself, only revealing the model's
All Dog. Go To H••".,. (el
day.
The
festival
producers
hope
1 :35, 4 :20, 6, 7:50
penis at the very end.
Pranc.r 101
to attract people from the New
1:20, 3:45,6:30, 8:30
Peck's film was shown as part
The ".r(PGI
Hampshire area and northern
1:30. 4:15,7:05, 9
of a preview of the Maine lesMaine to create a regional festiLook Who'.
(PC-i 3)
1:10. 4:10. 7 :10, 9:25
bian and Gay Film Festival prevaL
The Musk: Teache, (PG)
9:30
view at Mad Horse Theater Nov.
The evening ended with a
18. The sold-out benefit for the
requestfor money. Out and Out
The Movies
upcoming festival raised about
10 Exc hange, Port land
Productions, the company
772· 9600
$1,000 of the $6,000 needed to
Win,. or o..lr.IPC.13)
formed to produce the festival, is
Nov 22· 25
bring 20 hours of lesbian and gay
Wed· Sat at 6:45, 9:15
in the process of applying for
Sat mal al 1,3:30
film to Portland next spring. The
••n. Dnl. Retrolpec.llv.
non-profit status. But as Brown
Nov 26· Dac2
three-day festival is scheduled
Of HUnMn Bonda,e
remarked, "Mostgrantsaregiven
Sun al" Mon at 5
for April and the festival's proD."" Victory
to organizations who have been
Sun al 3, 7; Mon al 9
ducers are currently screening
Th. Prtvate Ltv•• or
around for at least a year." The
Ellzab.lh
and
E
....
about 60 movies as they raise
Sun at 5; Moo al 7
first festival needs to be privately
Th.L_U_
money and gather volunteers to
Sun at 9; Tue-Wed at 7 :15
funded
and Out and Out ProTh. Lilli. Fox••
help get the festival off the
Tue at 5, 9 , Wed at 9
ductionneedsthemoneyupfront
ground.
~~'I ~~.,h~g:7
to pay for the movies. Festival
Out and Out Productions
passes are currently on sale for
hopes to offer films from around
Cinema City
$25. For more informa tion on the
Westbrook Plaza
the world which will appeal to
854·9116
festival or to buy passes, call 780All times through Thursday ; ca ll ahead
both men and women. The three
for Fridays chang9S
4229
and leave a message.
Shock_CR}
films shown Saturday held di7,9. weekend mat I, 3
Ann Si/omer
When N • ..., .... !&lilly (RI
verse appeal. The subject of the
7' 15 . 9 :15, weekend mats at 1:15, 3:15
Lootr. Who's Talking (pG-13)
movies was not exclusively sex7, 9, wee kend mats at 1,3
All Dogs Go To ".ven An imated
AU Dog. Go To H.a".n (01
ual, bu t prejudice was a common
mUSICal comedy about a little girl who
7 ' 15. 9 :15, weekend malS at 1 :15, 3:15
can talk to animal s Voices of Loni An·
....
0'
Lov.(R)
element in all three films.
derson , BUll Reynolds , Dom DeLuise
7 ·'5 , 9:15, weekend mats at 1:15, 3:15
The first film, "Alfalfa" (1987)
and Charles Nelson Reilly.
Back To The Fulure II Michael J .
directed by Richard Z wiernioski,
Portland Mu.eum
Art
Fox stars in this sequ el. In the first pall,
Congre ss Square
was described on the program
he traveled back in time and met his
Kagamusha
Nov 30, 7pm
parents as teenagers . In this one, he
by Mark Finch as a "gay diktiontravels ahead in time to play around in
ary." The movie illustrates the
the world to come.
Evening Star
The Be., An orphaned bear cub and a
Schedule SUbject to change
difference between the gay and
wounded male bear struggle to survive
Tontine Mal~ Brunswick
729-5486
straight meanings of certain
in the wilds of British Columbia. The
.h..... y V.lentl....
bears' ordeal increases when a couple
7,9:05 (through Nov 22)
words. The movie passes
of hunters cross their paths. The hunt·
through the alphabet, beginning
ers must use some cuss words, be·
Bowdoin College
cause the moyie is rated PG. Directed
with "A" for "AC/DC" Each
Brunswick
by Jean-Jacques Annaud ("Quest for
W.ekll,.. In G_Hl_
segment starts with an illustraFire").
NeY 29, 3:30 and 8 pm
Crlmee .nd Miedeme.nore Martin
Kresge Auditorium. Visual Arts Center
tion, in this case itis a light socket.
Landau plays a prominent ophthalmoloThe word is superimposed on L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..J gist who arranges the murder of his
mistress \Angelica Huston), because
the image, followed by a dictionhe can't ace admitting his indiscre·
ary entry of the word. What the
tions to his wife. Woody Allen plays a
documentary film maker, who wants to
image evokes in the mind of the
cheat on his wife and he doesn't care if
audience and the definition the
his wife finds oul. Allen takes infidelity
and uses it as a sounding board for a
dictionary offers are often far
variety of points of views about ethics
removed. The most provocative
and, of course, plenty of apt one~iners .
It's refreshing to see a movie by a
entries in" Alfalfa" are those that
director who clearly knows what he's
elicit a response from the audidoing.

SILVER
SCREEN

Beyond Satan
In bondage

What's Where

SPRING POINT CAFE
South Portland
Fri. & Sat. Nov. 24-25
THE MANOR
Waterville, ME
Fri. & Sat. Dec. 1-2

DON'T GET MAD•••GET UPSET!

,...1",

Wed.
Wed. 22
-"

THANKSGIVING CELEBRATION
FREE POOL PLAYING AFTER 6:00!!!

Fri. & Sat.
Nov. 24, 25

Plenty of trouble-free parking! • Open Sundays

0'

THE RED LIGHT REVUE
Nov,22
NOf,23

Raoul's Dance Parly
Raoul's Thanksgiving Plrty
Nov, 24 (lit.) Michd's . Private
(eve.) Abenald G.G. . Priwte
Nov.2S Woodlands Falmouth · Private
Nov. 26 ME Music Awards · Tree Cafe
Nov.29 Raoul's Dance Parly
Dec. 11 2 Dry Dock . Portland
Dec. 6 Raoul's Dance Party
Dec. 7
SMYfI· Private

Dec.U9 ). R. Flanigans . Saco
Raoul's Dance Party
Dec,U
Sooesu . Portland
Dec. 15
Dec,16
(aft) Patland Cub . Privale
(eve.) Sheralon . Portland
Dec. 20
Raoul's Dance Party
Dec, 22
Archtelli: . Private
Dec, 27
Raoul's Dance Party
Dec. 29 A: 30 The Qub . Portsmooth, NH
Dec. 31
AbeIuki C.G. . Priwle

Every Wednesday Night is Ladies Night at Raoul 's with the Red Light Revue Ladies Admitted Free!
Now booking weddinlP and corporate parties for
& winter.

rau

Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

CALL 883-2802

..

.- )
THE JOINT Will BE 1 Ulf. piN Q
WITH THE BELLAMY JAZZ BAND

CBWjTonee Harbert
Mlc:helle Damato (right) broadc:asts her show, "11/2 Hour
Enema" from the new WMPG studio on the Portland c:ampus of USM. Friends were on hand to support her.

November

24 @25

WMPG moves to the big city
WMPG, University of Southern Maine's community radio
station, has left Gorham and
moved into new digs in Portland . According to station manager Peter Twichell, "Gorham is
not an environment that generates exciting radio programs."
The move was made to encourage more participation by
members of the community, one
of the station's stated aims, and
to invite visitors to the studio
who might never make it to
Gorham.
Three hours after WMPG wen t
on the air from their Portland
studios, they had an in-studio
interview with blues guitarist
Buddy Guy. Twichell remarked
that the people at WMPG, "feel
much closer to the people who
support the station now." .
WMPG provides low-cost
broadcast training to interested
members of the community. But
community participation can
also mean just stopping by the
office (where visitors are asked
to knock at the door or throw
small pebbles at the window of
the studio) or by helping out wi t\l
special projects. People who
volunteerdon'tneed to fear being
asked to help lug boxes of records;all16,oooalbumshavebeen
moved from Gorham already.
The biggest change listeners
will notice is that the station's
signal had been upgraded to
stereo. The station still broadcasts from its transmitter in
Gorham, linked to the studio by
fiber optic lines installed by USM
a year ago to interface their telephones and computers. WMPG
is also the only station in Maine
to use fiber optic lines. It is also
the only station with its studios
so far removed from its transmitter, which remained in Gorham
because a new radio license
would have to be applied for to
get another transmitter in Portland. The process could take
years.
The upgrade to stereo sounds
a lot better. But because a stereo
signal has more noise, listeners
on the outside of the broadcast
area have noticed a significant
difference in the station' s
strength. According to Twichell,
for listeners in Freeport and
Brunswick, "the signal has gotten worse and is possibly nonexistent." But, he continues,
"People know we' re a low-power
station and you gotta work to
find us." He suggests listeners
on the fringe move their FM
antennae around and push in
the "mono" button on their receiver.
And for the high-fidelity snobs
who wouldn't condescend to
listen to the monophonic air-

waves in the past, they'll discover a much needed alternative
to the hits stations that Portland
airwaves seem to breed. Musical
programs offer blues, Latin
music, contemporary classical,
thrash metal and everything in
between. An hour of Swedish
music and culture is followed by
"Jazz USS.R." every Wednesday, starting at 10 p.m. Deadheads can feast on four and a half
hours of Grateful Dead tunesSaturday mornings, 2-6:30 p.m.
USM Overtures hosted by Joyce
Siracuse airs Mondays 11 a.m.-l
p.m., featuring recordings of
performances USM music students and faculty.
The only locally-produced talk
show currently on the air is "Out
in Left Field," which airs Tuesdays,7-8p.m. Theshowishosted
by Suzanne Murphy and Don
Kreis, and is produced by Laura
Cianchette. Twichell hopes that
the move to Portland will encourage more call-in talk shows
like "Outin Left Field" and more
local news coverage. (WMPG's
local news airs Sundays, 7-8 p.m.)
New additions to the schedule
include a Polish program for and
by Portland's Polish communi ty
with music, news from Poland
and English lessons. The Polish
program should be on the air,
Thursdays, 9-11 a.m., beginning
in early December. An "Hour of
Slack," a weekly broadcast from
the Church of the Subgenius in
Dallas, Texas, airs each Friday,
9:30-11:30 p.m. The Cambodian
show on Saturdays has been
replaced by Middle Eastern
Market Place, Saturdays, 9-11
a.m. WMPG's new program
guide should be ready within a
month.
WMPG is celebrating the move
and the new stereo sound Wed.,
Nov. 22 at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave.,
Portland. The nightlong party
will feature WMPG deejays spinning tunes downstairs in Kubz,
and music upstairs by Boston's
Rock'nRolI Rumble winnersThe
Heretix, Darien Brahms and her
new band the Soul Miners, and
local reggae music by Rockin'
Vibrations. (Members of the
bands will all be featured on Dan
Tonini's local music "Behind
Bars" show that day, which airs
each Wednesdays, 1-3 p.m.)Tickets for the benefit are $5 in advanceatWMPG'sstudios,Zootz,
Bad Habits and Cumberland
Electronics; $7 at the door.
If you're interested in getting
involved, stop by the new studiosat92 Bedford St. on the USM
Portland campusorcall780-4974.
And if you haven't tuned in yet,
WMPG is at 90.9 on the FM dial.
Ann Sitomer

Help us Support
Hand to Hand
Organization.
Also, food donations
ace

Italian Restaurant
Lounge, since
AN]ON'S and
Route
Scarborough, ME
SPECIALS
521 U,S.

1957

1

Tel: 883-9562

• Fish and Chips
With Cole Slaw

• Chicken Parmigiana
With Pasta

• Beef Tips in Wine Sauce
With Vegetable

• 8 oz. Chopped Sirloin
With Mushroom Gravy

• Baked Stuffed Haddock
With Seafood Stuffing

• Chicken Cordon Bleu

YOUR CHOICE

2.95
YOUR CHOICE

4.95

Wi th Supreme Sauce
Above "Early Bird" Specials served with Cup of Soup, Potato,
Vegetable, Bread and Butter, Dessert, Tea or Coffee

Prime Rib Dinner

7
95
• Baked Stuffed Shrimp
•

e

YOUR CHOICE

With Potato or Pasta and Salad

With Potato or Pasta and Salad

Happy Hour Monday·Friday 4·8 PM
Free Appetizers in our lounge • 99C Drink Specials
• ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED •
• NO RESERVATIONS NEEDED· PLENTY OF FREE PARKING·

CHRISTMAS

AT THE CATHEDRAL

..tvrI.., The Ponlond 0.... Qulnlol

~

Sunday,

December 3, 1989

Two Performances: 2:30 pm .Ii 7:00 pm
Cathedral of the Immaculale Conception

Congress Street ' Portland, Mai ne
1'ldooU, StZ/S8Availabl< at the door, from
Gallery Mu,"" by ailing 781·3567, by mail.

qf",dWfllfytrt Sl¥id!,
eonC<rt Span",,; WPKM·nt

MORE
SILVER SCREEN
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THURSDAY 11.23

REGGAE

Red Light R.vue (r&b) Raoul·s. B65
Forest Ave .• Portland. 77~ .
Shotgun and Boom Shenka (rock)
Tree Cafe. 45 Danforth St.. Portland.
774-1441.
W.v.......k.,. (rock) Old Port Tavern.
11 Moulm St. . Portland. 774-0444.
Comarstone (rock) John Martin's
Manor. 700 Main St.. S. Portland. 7746151 .

by Dave Marsh

FRIDAY 11.24

Dad Jack Lemmon plays a father who
grows closer to his son (Ted Danson)
during a family crisis in this movie direceted by Gary David Goldberg. creator
of televlsion's "Family Ties:
Harl.m Night. Eddie Murphy and
Richard Pryor star in this movie about
Harlem nightclub owners in 1938. who
attract the attention of the mob.
The Littl. M.nnald Animated Waft
Disney feature based on the Hans
Chrisban Anderson story about a mermaid who falls for a human prince.
L_k Who'. Talking John Travolta
makes a comeback in this movie. He
plays a cabbie who is a candidate for
dad of Kirstie Alley's baby. The l?aby's
savvy sensibilities are communicated
with Bruce Willis' voice .
The Mu.lc: T.ac:her Opera star Jose
van Dam plays a music teacher. who
coaches two young tenors for a singing
dual. Nominated by the Academy for
best foreign language lilm earlier thiS
year
Pranc.r Children's movie about a
young girl who tries to help a wounded
reindeer she believes belongs to Santa.

Shirl.y Val.ntlne Pauline Collins
stars in this comedy about a frustrated
Liverpool housewife. who rebels
against her bleak life and loses herself
on a Greek Island .
Shoc:k.r Capital punishment isn·t a solution in this movie about a conlllcted
mass murderer who continues to kill
after he's been executed in the electric
chair.
Staying Tog.ther nn Quill. Dermont
Mulroney and Sean Astin play three
brothers in this drama set In a small
town in South Carolina.
St. .1 Magnolia. Playwright R~bert
Harling adapts his play for the Silver
screen . The story is about the friendship between six women . played by
Sally Field. Dolly Parton. Shirley
MacLaine. Daryl Hannah. Olympia
Dukakis and Julia Roberts.

The W.lk.,. and Mox.. M.n (rock/
new folk) Tree Cafe. 45 Danforth St..
Portland. 774-1441.
Barbl. .nd the Brul•• ,. (rock)
Geno·s. 13 Brown St.. Portland. 761 2506.
The Sanse(rock) Moose Alley. 46 Market St.. Portland. 774-5246.
Brok.n M.n (rock) Raoul·s. 865 Forest
Ave .• Portland. 773-6886.
W.v.break.,. (rock) Old Port Tavern.
11 Moulton St. . Portland. 774-0444.
Sc:ott O.kl.y Trio Gazz) Little Willies.
36 Market St.. Portland. 1734500.
The Upsett.,. (r&b) Spring Point Cafe.
175 Pickett St. . S. Portland. 767-4627.
Com.rstone (rock) John Martin's
Manor. 700 Main St. . S. Portland. 7746151 .
P.J. & Cous.n. (bluesfjazzlLatin)
Sneakers. Tennis of Maine. 196 US Rt.
1. Falmouth. 781-2671 .
The Bandera (rock) The Chattanooga.
15 Thornton St.. Biddeford. 282-3777.
Straight Lac. (pop) The Shawmut Inn.
Kennebunkport. 961-3931 .

SUNDAY 11.28
Slald CI••v_ (originaVlolk) 4-7 pm •.
Gritty McDuffs. 396 Fore St. . Portland
772-2739
M.ine Music: Aw...... (poP. etc) Tree
Cafe. 45 Danforth St . Portland 7741441
D.ni Tribe........ (reggae) Raoul·s. 865
Forest Ave .• Portland. 773-6886 .
Don C.mpbell (acoustic) Squire Morgans. 46 MarketSt. . Portland 774-5246.
Comedy Night Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton St.. Portland. 774-0444

MONDAY 11.27
Billy Bragg (SOCIa-political folk punk)

CLUBS11.22

WEDNESDAY
c.ta

Coon
(cowboy rock) 5:30-8:30 pm.
Tree Cafe. 45 Danforth St.. Portland.
774-1441 .
WMPG B._tit (rock/new folk/reggae)
The Heratix. Darien Brahms and the
Soul Miners. Rockin' Vibration perform
atZootz.31 ForestAve .• Portland. Doors
open at B pm ; show starts at 9 pm .
TICkets are $5 in advance (Zootz. Bad
Habits. Cumberland Electronics and
WMPG); $7 at the door. For more information. call 773-8187.
Wild He.rts. The Whigs and He.dc:......,. (rock) Gena·s. 13 Brown St. .
Portland. 71>1 -2506.
Broken M.n (rock) Tree Cafe. 45 Danforth St. . Portland. 774-1441 .
Dr. 0 (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton
St.. Portland. 774-0444.
Swinging Hoi (music from the '405.
'505 and '60s) Little Willies. 36 Market
St.. Portland. 773-4500.
Slald CI.av_ (originaVlolk) 7:30-8:30
pm. Green Mountain Coffee Roasters.
15 Temple St. Portland. 773-4475.
Red Light Ravue (r&b) Raours. 865
Forest Ave .• Portland. n~.

Rock & roll confidential

Get off of our cloud

SATURDAY 11.25
Gorehounds (rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown
St.. Portland. 161-11506.
Jack Smith & the Rockabilly
Planat (rockabilly) Tree Cafe. 45 Danforth St. . Portland. 774-1441 .
Brok.n Man (rock) Raoul·s. 865 Forest
Ave .• Portland. 773-6886.
The S.naa (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Market St.. Portland. 774-5246.
W.veb ....k.,. (rock) Old Port Tavem.
11 Moulton St. . Portland. 774-0444.
The W_n of The St.ge (cabaret)
Becca Kendall. Amy Roche and Karen
Stickney perform at The Reindeer Room.
upstairs at HuShang 2. 11 Brown St..
Portland. Seating is limited. Admission
is $3.50 in advance; $5 at the door. For
more information. catl 874-9002.
The Up••tt.,. (rllb) Spring Point Cafe.
175 Pickett St .. S. Portland. 767-4627.
Com.rstone (rock) John Martin's
Manor. 700 Main St.. S. Portland. 7746151.
P.J_ & Cous.ns (bluesfjazz/Latin)
Sneakers. Tennis of Maine. 196 US Rt
1. Falmouth 781 -2671
The Bandera (rock) The Chattanooga.
15 Thornton St.. Biddeford. 282-37n.
Straight Lac. (pop) The Shawmut Inn.
Kennebunkport. 967-3931.

Raoul·s. 865ForestAve .• Portland. Tickets are $10. 773-6886.
Audition Night Tree Cafe. 45 Danforth
St.. Portland. 774-1441 .
Comedy Stop .t the Top (comedy
contest) Adrian Walker and locaf comedy contest with cash prizes for best audience comedians. No cover. 8 pm. Top
of the East Lounge. Sonesta Hotel. 157
High St.. Portland. 775-5411 .
TUESDAY 11.28
Ac:tlv. Culture (reggae) Tree Cafe. 45
Danforth St. . Portland. n4-1441 .
The Sa. . . (rock) Ok! Port Tavern. 11
Moulton St.. Portland. 774-0444.
Comedy Night Little Willies. 36 Market
St.. Portland 773-4500.

WEDNESDAY 11.29
The Innoc:.nc:a Mission (acoustic
rock) Tree Cafe. 45 Danforth St.. Portland. 774-1441.
D.vld Goul.t .nd Ra. Simmonds
(vocals and piano) Little Willies. 36
Market St.. Portland. 773-4500.
The S . . . . (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton St.. Portland . 774-0444.

UPCOMING
Ev.n Johns & the H-Bombs (rockabilly) Nov 30 Raoul·s. B65 Forest Ave .•
Portland. 773-8886.
Mr. Thing & the Prof. . .ional
Human Balngs (funk) Nov 3O-Dec 1.
Tree Cafe. 45 Danforth St.. Portland
774-1441 .
Duk. Robillard (blues) Dec 1 Raoul's.
865 Forest Ave.• Portland. 773-6886.

MORE+
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Aboulannciiirinto t!1e Rolling Stones 5ept. 24 haSfor the more easily-defended right of the
show at RFK Stadium, they launched a percus- Rolling Stones to refer to every cop as a criminal.
sion barrage so heavy the concrete shook. At this
Vernon Reid and WillCalhounofLivingColour
climactic throb, spotlights hit Mick Jagger at the spoke powerfully of the need for artistic freedom
top of the seven-story structure. "Please allow that afternoon at the Music In Action rally in
me to introduce myself," he began; the crowd Lafayette Park. But it was Calhoun, the group's
went nuts. I laughed, thinking of that blue-nosed drummer, who brought the subject back horne
batch of D.C. music-bashers, the PMRC (Parents by pointing out tha t censorship falls disproporMusic ResourceCenter), whosemail-{)rderdocu- tionately on the already disenfranchised, that
economics also deny people their public voice.
ments include an "anti-Satanism" kit.
The smile left my face the next morning at a
Damn straight. For instance, the PMRC s most
meeting with Phyllis Pollack, executive director recent list of albums bearing the Parental Warnof Music in Action (MIA); Stephen Reich, MI A' sing Label consists entirely of black artists, and not
attorney; and Bany Lynn, legislative council of just because of rap "vulgarity." It's just easier to
the American Civil Liberties Union. A St. Louis push black artists around; Compare Prince's
radio station, KSD-FM, told Pollack and Reich labelled "Lovesexy" to George Michael's unthat the PMRC was saying it "endorsed" the marked solo album.
Stones tour.
As the article Phyllis Pollack and I wrote in the
Whether groups such as the PMRC set them- October 10 Village Voice proves, the PMRC and
its leaders are intiselves up to "endorse" or "conmate with both the
dernn," their impripower structure of
matur extends their
the Republican and
Democratic parties
power, and thus, de
facto censorship. So
AND the infrastrucit's reasonable to
ture of the fundawonder: How long
mentalist right. The
before bands find it
latter inclUdes the
anti-Semitic Rev.
inadvisable to head
Donald Wildmon,
out on tour without
stopping off at
the Rev. James
PMRCl-eadquarters
Dobson (whom
for an endorsernent?
Lynn calls "the most
How long before it
dangerouscensorin
America"), minisbecomes difficult to
avoid being picketed
ters who believe
unlcssyourdrumkit
Catholics are canbearsthePMRCSeal
nibals, "demetalof Approval? What
lizing/ depunking
bizarre rites of concenters" that sugforrnity will a band
gestrockand Satanbe forced to perform in order to earn Tipper ism are one and the same; and the police network
Gore's blessing? Will they merely have to bow that prevented N.W.A. from doing a single rentheir knee to the Christian god or will they also be dition of "Fuck Tha Police" on its tour.
The musicindustryhas alrcadymadeitschoicc
required to piss in the bottle?
Such questions sound hysterical. But they aren' t. clear: money before freespccch. As it tiptoes to its
In August, the F.B.l. adopted an "official posi- own grave, rock fans and musicians find themtion"againstN.W.A., the rap group whose "Fuck selves picking up some heavy slack. Music In
Tha Police" has caused a national police panic. Action's rally began the counterattack. HopeThe F.B.1. has never adopted a position on other fully, we weren't too late.
art works - not against "Serpico" or "Colors," to
name a couple of movies that could, with greater Pop life
justification, be accused of "advocating" -that is,
• Record store chains now charge major lavividly portraying - violence against cops. What bels as much as $4,000 per ti tIe for guaranteed inthe EB.I. really hopes to do is eliminate any store play. As The Music Independent notes,
discussion of police conduct in minority neigh- "Small labels who can't afford the expensive fees
borhoods.
are being squeezed out of an important process
The feds get away with it because the music for breaking in new artists."
industry has never put up a fight against earlier
• Papa Don' t Preach: Sen. Albert Gore was
incurSions on its civil rights, and because record recently observed escorting his 15-year-olddaughcompanies profit from the Bureau's Special Task ter to see " A Threepenny Opera" in Washington
Force against copyright piracy. Talk about your DC, which features several murders, a whoreties that bind!
house scene, and Sting, all things he allegedly
Pollack, Reich, Lynn, and myself met on Sep- disapproves of in music videos.
tember 25, the 200th anniversary of the Bill of
• Pat Boone broke his jaw in a bicycling acciRights. Then we spent nearly an hour with Tom denton September 23 in Los Angeles. Too bad it
Boyd, head of the Justice Department's Office of didn't happen in 1955 before he had a chance to
Policy Development. Boyd had already fami liar- record " Ain' t That a Shame" and "Tutti Frutti."
ized himself with the F.B.I.'santi-N.W.A. stance.
• David Geffen was once again the only music
He declined to comment on its appropriateness industry executive to make the Forbes list of
(although he later told the Washington Post it America's 400 richest people. With a boost from
was hunkydory), butdid agree to co nsider some Guns & Roses {which acco unted for43 percent of
kind of national education program about the his company's 1988 profi ts), Geffen'S personal
First Amendment. We told Boyd that later that net worth is estimated at $490 million.
day he'd be receiving 50,000 signatures on the
• Indy labels now have an ombudsman at
MIA's "In Defense of Music" peti tions.
M1V:Steve Leeds, who's championed non-main50,000 signatures is as many as Jerry Falwell's stream product since his career as a promo man.
Moral Majority brought to Washington in its Call 212-713-6796 if you' ve got a tape.
heyday. Nevertheless, it would be foolish to
pretend that MIA has the support it really needs. David Marsh writes on rock and repression. TUNES is
Graphic artists have fought harder for the right to excerpted from Rock & Roll Co nfidential. Subscriptions
soak crucifixes in urine than the rock industry are $24 a year from Box 15052, Long Beach, CA 90815.
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AFRICAN POP

SAjLiE
AMADEUS
MUSIC
uncommon records, tapes &

C.D.'s

In the Old Port • 332 Fore Street • Portland • 772,8416

Life has enough hard edges.
Carry the work
that feeds your belly
in a bag that's a
feast for the eye.

BILLY BRAGG & BAND

Monday, Nov. 27 • 8 pm
Tickets only $10
You must be 21 or older to attend this show
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BLACK TI E" ,
distinctive catering

During the holiday season
for all your catering n eeds

Make Black Tie __ J2equired!
M-F 10-6 • SAT 8-2

870 BROADWAY· SO . PORTlAND • 799-7119

II

~l

Solid Wood
Furniture
Made In Maine
c

J

L UNIT $250

OPEN DAILY
FRIDAY NOV. 24th 'til 8
SUNDAY 12 - 4

9 FODEN RD.
SO. PORTLAND· 775-431
ACROSS FROM UPS

THE

CAT,
SACK

Get the Infamous CAT SACK T-SHIRT
for yourself -100% Cotton (S, L, XL),
and the CAT SACK for your feline
friend -100% Pure Organic Catnip,
(High Grade Stuff, Meow!)

AnACK

$1400 postage paid

PACK!

WHOlESAlE INQUIRIES WELCOME

Call 767-5700
a ~

GALA
CON ON
CERTS
STAGE
FRIO 11 24

Monwnent $qua ... T... Lighting
C_ony Nov 24, 5:30 pm in ~nu
ment Square, Portland. For morelnformation, call 776828 .

Annual Lighting of the Copper
B_h T .... at the Portland Museum

Androcl•• The story of an escaped

IVI
H

of Art, Congress Square, Portland. Free
museum admiSSion begins at 3 pm.
Activities include a gallery talk on the
exhibit "Carriages and Cutters" at3:15
pm; Antique pump organ musIc With
entertainment by members of the cast
of the Portland Ballet's production of
"The Nutcracker"; Traditional caroling
procession led by the Portl~nd Community Chorus at 4 pm; lighting of tree
at 4:45 pm; holiday music performed
by the Centennial Brass Band In the
Great Hall at5 pm . For more Information call the museum at 775-6148.
Global HolidayT.za.r Crafts , gifts,
entertainment and food from around
the world at a fair to benefit the natural
history programs at the Maine Audubon
Society Dec 1, 5-9 pm at the State
Street Church , 159 State SI. , Portland.
Admission is $7 in Advance, $9 at the
door Raflle for trip for two to Ecuador
and 'the Galapagos Island in 1991.
There will be 300 tickets at $100 a
piece. For more information , call 781 2330.
.
t
Caribbean Night Food, entertain men
and displays from the Canbbean region Dec 1, 6:30 pm in the USM Portland Campus Center, Falmouth St. ,
Portland. Free and open to the publiC.
For more information, call 874-6565 .
Selfh.lp Crafts Sal. Ha~dlCrafts
made by skilled craftspeople In developing nations are on sale Dec 2, 9 am3 pm at 35 Lafayette SI (on Munloy
Hill) Portland. Half the proceeds from
the ~Ie go directly to the craftspeople;
the other half covers the cost of shipping and warehousing. For more Information , call 774-8576.

slaw who befriends a lion in the forest
is being presented by the Young
•
People's Theater through Nov 26 at
Stat. St.... t Traditional "azz
the Theater Project, School SI. , BrunBand (New Orleans jazz band) Beneswick Performances are Fri-Sat at 7
pm. Sun at2 ~m. Admission is $4. For
fit for the Preble Street Resource Center, 8:30 pm at the State Street Church
more information, call 729-93 79 or 729sanctuary, 159 State SI., Portland. Ad- w"o~'ng Musicaladaptedfrom the book
by Studs Terkel Nov 24-Dec 17 at Mad
mission IS $5.
Horse Theater, 955 Forest Ave., Portland. Performances are Thu-Sat at 8
pm, Sun at7. Tickets are $tO-$14. For
more information, call 797-3338.
Randy B.an & Company Uazzl .... u. Christ Sup... tar LYriC Theater production Nov 24-26, Dec 1-3 at
swing) 8 pm, at the Chocolate Church ,
176 Sawyer SI., S. Portland. PerformCenter for The Arts, 804 Washington
ances are Fri-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 2:30
St., Bath. Tickets are $101$6. For more
pm. For ticket information, call 799information , call 442-8455.
.
Dedication Conc.rt (plano musIc)
1421 .
City Theater is holding a concert t~ Harvey Comedy abo.ut Elwood Dowd
and hiS invisible rabbit friend Harvey IS
dedicate their new concert grand Plbeing performed by the Portland Playana. The evening of mUSIC Will feawre
ers Nov 24-Dec 9 at Thaxter Theatre ,
works selected and performed by some
420 Cottage Rd., S. Portland. Performof the talented people who have perances are Fri-Sun. For times and tiCket
formed or directed musIC In past .cIty
information , call 799-7337 or 799-733~.
Theater productions. Showtime IS 8
pm at City Theater, 205 Main St., Bid- Urashima Taro Leland Faulkner s
Light Theater presents works which
deford. For more Information, call 262blend shadow play, shadow puppets
0849.
and theater arts Nov 25, 4:30 pm at
Kennebunk High School AuditOrium .
Admission is $6 for adults , $3 for children . For more information , call River
Tree Arts at 985-4343.
Martin Gibson (acoustic) 5-7 pm in Kids In the Dark Play looks at the
the College Room, USM Portland
fears , pressures and Violence faCing
Campus Center. Free and open to the
teenagers Nov 3~Dec 3 at Gannett
public. For more Information, call 780Theater, Pettigrew Hall, Bates College, portland Mus.um of Art'. Annual
Lewiston . Performances are Thu-Sat
4812.
Sn.nt Auction Toys, jewelry, sports
L_narcl Bernst.ln's
nad. for
at8:15pm, Sunat2pm . Tickets are $4/
equipment, objects d'art, antiques and
Violin and Orchest~ (ciassICSI)
$2. For more information, call 786more will be auctioned Dec 9, 7 pm at
Violinist Glenn Dicterow JOins the Port6t61 .
the museum. Patron tickets are $.30,
land Symphony Orchestra for a per- Gr.nnla Musical about the struggle bewhich includes a champagne preview
formance which includes Debussy's
tween the Queen of England and an
at 6 pm ; contributor tickets are $15 . For
"Afternoon of the Faun" and StravIrish folk hero during the 1500s wnllen
more informabon, call 775-6146 .
insky's "Firebird." Per10rmance IS. at
by Thomas Power and Larry "Flash"
7:45 pm at Porti!lnd City Hall AuditoAllen Dec 1- 10 at Russell Hall, USM
rium. Concert Will be preceded by a
Gorham. Performances are Thu-Sat at
free preview at 6:30 pm. Tickets are
8 pm, Sun at 5 pm. Tickets are $6 for
$25-$10. For more information, call the
the public $5 for seniors and $3 for
PSO at 773-8191 .
students. 'For more information, call
780-5483.
. .
The Y.ar In R.vl.w Barry Cnmlns,
political humorist, performs .Dec 2, g
pm in Kresge Audltonum, Visual Arts
Center, Bowdoin College, ~runswlCk.
Cathedral ofllle Immaculat. ConAdmission is $5 for the public. Tickets
ception is looking for additIOnal men
should be picked up in advance at the
and women to perform With the Ca~
EventsOllice, Moulton Union. For mere
dral Choir for the Advenl and Christinformation, call 725-3151.
mas seasons. The chOir rehearses
Wednesdays, 7-9:30 pm. 1:10 pnarcholr
experience or musIC reading skills are
required. For more Inform.atlOn,.call the
director of music Dr. William PICher at
262-4604 .
I
. )
Handel'.......... h" (chora musIC
Bates College Choir performs the
Christmas section Dec 1-2 at 8 pm In
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates
College Lewiston. Free and open to
the public. For more information , call
786-6330.
St. G_rge Chamber Play.ra Dec
2 (classical) Benefit for the renovabon
of the State Street Church. Two bassonists - Arsith Freeman of the p~
and recording artist Otto Eifert - Jo~n The Nutcrack.r American Ballet
pineist David Maxwell. Performance IS
East's production Nov 24-25 at 2 and 8
at8 pm at the State Street Chur,?h, 159
m at Portland City Hall audltonum .
State St. , Portland. AdmiSSIOn IS $10,
'Rckets are available at AmerlCBn Bal$6 for seniors and swdents. For more
let East, 17 Bi shop SI., Portland. For
information, call 839-5922.
more information, call 878-3032 .
Paul Wlnt.r Consort Dec 2 (new Chem-F.... Danc. sponsored by
age) Preview of the conso.rts work "The
WINGS Inc. Nov 25, 8 pm-l am at Danforth St...t Gall.ry, 34 Danfortlh St. , Portland. Works on paper by
T
which will receIVe ItS. world preTemple Beth-EI, 400 Deering Ave.,
Salazar. All works have been donated
miere in New Yor\(. ShOWbm.e IS at. 6
Portland.
by Salazar and proceeds from sales
pm at Saints Peter and Paulin LeWIS- "azz Danc. Eva Vongenscy, founder
goes to Very Special Arts and Danforth
ton. Tickets are $121$10. For more
and former director of Les Ballet Jazz
Street Gallery, a non-profit gallery. Gala
information, call 782-7228.
de Montreal is in residency With Casco
opening Dec 1,5:30-8 pm . For more InMagic of Chri.tmas Portland SymBay Movers Nov 27-Dec 2. She Will
formation, call 775-6245.
hony Orchestra, tenor John Walker,
teach six one and a half hour classes
Fk;y Singers of Maine and the M!,glC of
(intermediate-advanced level) at 341 The Art Gall.ry at SI~ D••ring,
Portland. "Spirit of Christmas," an
Christmas Chorus perform Chnstmas
Cumberland Ave., Portland. Schedule
exhibition of paintings by Betty Lou
programs Dec 8-17 at Portland City
is as follows: Nov 27 at 7 pm, Nov 28 at
Schlemm through Dec. PreView and
Hall Auditorium. Performances are Dec
11 am Nov 29 at 7 pm, Nov 3O-Dec 1
reception for the artist Dec 1 , 6-9 pm.
8 at8 pm, Dec 9-10 a12:30 and 8 pm,
at 11 :30 am and Dec 2 at 12:30 pm .
Open house Dec 2, 11 am-5pm. Hours :
Dec 14- 15 at 8 pm and Dec 16-17 at
Admission is $8 per class. For more
Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm dunng the hrst
2'30 and 8 pm. Tickets are $22, $20,
information, call 871 -1013,
two weeks of the month; by appoint$15 and $9. TICkets may be purchased Four Tue ....y. Ram Isla.nd " D~ce
ment thereafter. 772-9605.
Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm at 30 Myrtle St. ,
Company's "Uve from StudiO I senes
Portland or by phone at 773-8191. ,
is an exploration of works-m-pro~ress
Portland Symphony Orche.tra.
by the company, including a "trIO H,?w
Plano Competition First-prIZe winLong Must I Wrut for You? by Mlnner will receive $2,500 and a contract
niapolis choreographer linda Shaplr?
for a performance with the PSO <!Unng
The series continues Nov 28 at SWdio Portland Museum of Art Seven Conthe 90-91 season. Contestants In the
I Pordand Performing Arts Center, 25A
gress Square, Portland. Hours: Tuecompetition must be between the ages
Forest Ave ., Portland. For more inforSat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday
20 and 28 as of March 17, 1990 and
mation, call 773-2562.
evenings, 5-9. Master Photographs and
must submit an appllcatl.on by Jan 22. Images of African H.rltag. LecFaces of Photographers (through Dec
Preliminary audi~ons Will be held on
ture/demonstration on black dance and
3). Carriages and Cutters, collecbon of
March 17 and finals, which are open to
music by Art of Black Dance and MusIC
carriages and sleighs (Nov 22-Dec 26).
the public, will be held on March 18. For
Inc. from West Somerville, Mass. , .Nov
Traditions in Amencan Landscape (Nov
more information, contact RobertaZlm30 8 pm at Luther Bonney Audltonum ,
29-Mar 11). 775-6148.
merman director of educatIOn for the
U5M Portland. Admission is $5. For Abacus Gall.ry, 44 Exchange St.,
PSO,
Myrtle St. portland, 04101,
more information, call 78~4090 .
Portland. American crafts and hne
The Nutcrack.r ClaSSical perform773-8191.
jewelry. Hours : Mon-Thu 10 am-6 pm,
ance of Tchaikovsky's ballet Decl-17
Fri-Sat 10 am-9 pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 772at City Theater 205 Main St., Biddeford Performances are Fn at 8 pm, B~~°cio" Gall.ri_, 26 FreeSt. , PortSat-'Sun at2. Tickets are$10adults, $9
land. New work by Conley Hams
for students and seniors. For more Inthrough Nov 30. Also at the gallery, a
formation call 282-0849.
selection of 19th and early 20th cenMal_ly Danc. Boogie Bash Monthfy
Wry art. 772-5011.
smoke and alcohol free dance featur- C.f. Alw.y., 47 Middle St. , portland.
ing an eclectic mix of musIc held Dec.1,
Wild portraits, formal Ma!ne landscapes
9 pm -12 am at the Ram Island StudiO ,
and recent finger palnbngs by Nancy
Portland Performing Arts Center, 25 A
Jacobs through Dec 18. 774-9399 .
Forest Ave., Portland All ages are
welcome. AdmiSSion IS $3. For more
information, call 871-0509.
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Tao
Indonesian Art
& Jewelry
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OPEN EVERY DAY

372 Fore Street • Old Port
Portland • 773-6884

Greg Geisler

Invites you to experience
the recording studio that works

~(OU,,~ your schedule

AROUND TOWN+

3<i

Our state-of-the-art 8-track equipment with digital
effects will give you the results you w~nt.

Flexible hours mean that we can work With you I
anytime day or night. Plus, we hav,e profesSiona
'prOduction assistance aVailable.

At just $12 per hour, it's the
best deal in town!
32 Danforth Street. Suite 12 • Portland, Maine 04101

(207) 879-1531
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by Brenda Chandler

This little pig stayed home

High off the hog
Herbivores, avert your eyes. This is a piece
about pork.
Is there any food that has provoked so much
ambivalence? On the one hand the pork people
spend $10 million a year to persuadeus that pork
is The Other White Meat. On the other hand
headlines rage at us to squelch that cholesterol,
the most graphic symbol of which isba con beaded
with grease, This dual campaign had led to a
deep split in our psyche, or at least it has in mine.
Ours is a love-hate relationship.
The first time ever I encountered pork 1knew
it, I was three or four years old, My mother, on a
dare, had set about preparing a roast duckling
pigforNewYear's
Day. ("You buy it,
I'll cook it," she
had said to a friend
one martini'ed
evening.) When it
showed up it was
not the plump
little pink thing
she had imagined
but wrinkled, pale,
flat-hard tostomach on that day of
the year, Ignoring
nausea,
she
trussed it and
stuffeditand stuck
a potato in its
mouth and wentto
shove it in the
oven,. Too big by a
bit, it wouldn' t go.
Desperation and
stubbornness
joined in her then
and she hauled
back and gave the
door a solid kick.
It did the trick,
What emerged some hours later was the real
thing: succulent, crispy, crackly. Escaped from
bed and sitting on the floor in the living room by
my mother's chair.,i was allowed one small taste
and begged one more, A small epiphany of flavor, it was a revelation to me.
From the earliest times, man has adored the
pig and reviled him. Oneof the beautiesofthe pig
is his easy raiSing, Unlike other beasts, the pig
requires no broad land for grazing, no particular
foods, Pigs could be (and were) raised in towns,
allowed the run of the house, given scraps of
table food that would otherwise havebeen tossed,
The poorest of peasants could keep a pig, Even
19th-century New York was still familiar with
the sight of the urban pig. Cincinnati early on was
known as Porkopolis. In Milwaukee residents in
the 1840s complained that pigs were a public
nuisance, running down small children and
bumping off ladies on the sidewalk. The marshal's response to this to-do, however, was that
he'd be damned if he'd "deny the liberty of the
streets to any hog." Pig was big.
1hroughout pork's history, though, attempts
have been made to snuff out its popularity. Some
religions (Judaism, Islam) forbid it. Why they
consider it unclean, though is unclear. Trichinosis, our modern-day fear, was unknown when
their laws were laid down.
One theory has it that nomadic invaders
brought the taboo with them in second millennium B.C. According to Reay Tannahill in his
"Food in History," "these tribes, accustomed to
sheep and cattle, seem to have an almost pathological hatred of the pig - a wayward beast with
little stamina, a consti tutional Objection to being
herded and a tiresome inability to live on grass."
Their dislike of the porker carried over into law.
Another theory has it that Jews and Muslims

came to ban pork in its function as a symbol of
Christian and Hellenic influence. (Incidentally,
the Inquisition brought with it a resurgence of
interest in pork: to prove his solid Christianity,
the Spanish householder kept pork bubbling on
the back of the stove and chorizo sausages hanging from the rafters - just in case.)
And of course nowadays our lay religion, the
cult of health, prescribes pig flesh as sternly as
any rabbinical decree. Guilt rides my shoulders
when I peel off even one (one!) rasher of bacon to
fry, and it chatters in myear as I savor the salt and
the fat. This despite the fact that modem-day
pork is actually proporr..onally lower in saturated fa t than beef.
Pork's resilience in the face of
all efforts to banish it from our
diets may have to
do with its versatility. For the Chinese, in fact, who
use everything
but the squeal, the
word "meat" and
"pork" are the
same. The loin, as
lean as can be, is a
fine setting for
herbs and sauces,
The heftier bits
like ham and ribs
satisfy the more
savage appetite.
Man has made
use of all nameable parts of the
pig. Take, for instance, its hide,
which, cleaned,
beaten and fried
into pork rinds, President Bush tou ts as the ul timate snack. Livers and lights too are used. The
head goes into head cheese (or brawn or potted
head). Their feet make fine eating according to
some. According to others, pigs' blood makes a
nice rich pudding or a savory soup. And pigs'
milk is said to be nutritionally closest to human's
(this seems to be a well-kept secret -atleast I have
never heard a pediatrician suggest it), The venerable "Joy of Cooking" offers a recipe for pigtails
blanched and sinunered and served with turnip
greens.l even ran across a packageof ears in Shop
'n Save the other day. I asked the clerk what they
were good for. He just shrugged and grinned at
me, And once, in the dirt crawlspace under a
farmhouse in Arundel, I stumbled upon jars and
jars and an open barrel of every conceivable pork
piece being preserved in a muddy brine. This
time 1 didn't ask.
Religious considerations aside, I wonder
sometimes that pork wasn't chosen instead of
turkey as the highlight of our Thanksgiving.
Slaughtered in November, in Europe it was the
usual centerpiece of the schlachtfest celebrating
the bringing in of the harvest. Everyman's dish,
it was so popular among settlers, especially in
Virginia, that William Byrd 11 wrote in the 1720s
that the people themselves had become "extremely hoggish in their temper ... and prone to
grunt rather than speak." The Indians, too, by
dint of raiding homesteads developed a driving
passion for pork.
I'd love it if pork were once again considered
a food of choice. Until then, I can only eye my
bacon warily, avoid those dripping ribs, and
dream of an innocent childhood when I tasted
perfect piece of pork.
Brenda Cfumdler has been accused of being Q heretic IJy
the high priests of the cult of health.
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434 Fore St. 7:30 am-6:00 pm
263 St. John St. 6:30 am-5:30 pm

EVERY MORNING MON" - FRI. UN1TI. DEC. 20
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OLD
PORT GENERAL STORE
PIZZA· SANDWICHES· DAILY SPE.C.IALS • BEIR • WINE
IN THE OLD PORT • 30 MARKET STREET
772·7171

75(0(F

ANY LARGE SANDWICH OR ANY SIZE PiZZA
(WITH lHlS AD. GOOD lHRU 12/15{89)
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'TIL lOrM. WEEKENDS
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874-0000
18 Monument Square

Featuring
Food of the Gods
every Saturday night"
Greek food and spirits
at The Good Table.
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Private Investigations AN
"Effective & Affordable"
I

• CALL TODAY FOR FREE ESTIMATE •

We are Information Brokers and you will never
know what we can do for you until you call.
We Service the State of Maine

Rieha.-dsoll &: Assoeiates
(207) 773-7301
A Professional Investigative Agency
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glass jewelry
necklaces, bracelets, earrings,
pins, bolo ties, fun stuff.
open every sunday l-Spm

CONTEMPORARV GLASS
2D MILK STReET / 207 772·9072

PORTLAND MAINE 04101

Chrl.tln.'. Gall.ry, 24 US Route 1,
Yarmouth. ·Color: Mixed Media Collage:works on paper by Dale Maclachlan Lewis through Nov 30.lmpressionistic landscapes and still lives by Evelyn Winter Pogorzelski through Dec.
Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm, Thu until
8 pm. 846-6128.
Elem.nt. Gall.ry, 56 Maine St. , Portland . "Folk Inspirations: Celebrating
Traditions: group show of humorous
subjects by Maine artists and
craftspeople through Jan5. Hours:TueSat 10 am-6 pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 7291108.
Gov.mor. Gall.ry Spac., State
Capitol Building, Augusta. Maine Crafts
Month Show features quilts by Ellie
Panscoe of Bangor, weaVln\ls by Susan
Michel Grosjean of Franklin and fiber
related media-weavings by Susan Bowditch of Auburn through Dec 4. Hours:
Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm . 289-2724.
Maine Audubon Socl.ty, 118 US
Rt. 1, Falmouth. Wood woven baskets
by Adeline L. Allan 01 Portland through
Nov. Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm, Sun
12-5 pm. 781-2330.
Sawy.r St,..t Gall.ry, 131 Sawyer
51., s. Portland. Changing exhibits of
works in clay of Marian Baker, Nancy
Caroll, Lynn Duryea, Abby Huntoon
and Nancy Nevergole through Dec 31.
Hours : Sat 12-5 pm and by appointment. 767-7113.
USM Art Gallery, Gorham. USM
Faculty Art Show Nov 3O-Dec 14. Closing reception Dec 14,4 pm. 780-5409.

Cong,.••
Gall.ry, 594 Congress 51., Portland. Oils by Biff AHas
and Jill Hoy, hand-coloredphotographs
by David Klopfenstein and watercolors
by Carlton Plummer and Alan Sanborn
through Nov 30. Hours: Mon-Sat 10
am-5 pm . 774-3369.
Danforth St,..t Gall.ry, 34 Danforth St., Portland. ·The Essence of
Maine: works by senior citizen artists
through Nov 24 . 775-6245.
Dean V.I.ntga. Gall.ry, 60 HampshireSt., Portland. Contemporary Prints
through Nov 26. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm,
Sat-Sun 12-5 pm, and by appointment.
772-2042.
Evan. Gall.ry, 7 Pleasant St. , Portland. Color photographs from the documentary project, Farm Security Administration. which documents the
federal assistance programs to impoverished farm families ravaged by the
Depression. Photos by Jack Delano,
Russell Lee, Marion Post Wolcott and
John Vachon are on exhibit through
Dec 30 . Hours : Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm,
Sat 11-5 pm . 879-0042.
Gall.ry 127, 127 Middle St. , Portland .
Selected works on canvas and by John
Hultberg from the '60s through the present, and sculpture in granite and marble
by N.H. artist Gary Haven Smith through
Nov 30. Hours: Tue-Fri at 12-5 pm , Sat
12-4 pm . 773-3317.
Good Egg Caf., 705 Congress St,
Portland. Paintings and photographs
by Dave Roberts through Nov 30.
G,..n Mountain Coff_ Roa.t.r,
Temple St., Portland. Painting and
drawings by Wes Frese through Dec
19. 773-4475.
Nancy Margoll. Gall.ry, 367 Fore
St. , Por~and . Recent work by new
gallery artists through Dec : Daniel Hale,
furniture; Daniel Salisbury, fiber; Charles Schwarz, metal; Eleanor McKay,
metal; Paula Garrett, jewelry; Yoko Hirosawa, glass; Claudia Hollister, clay ;
Tory Hughes, jewelry; Francine Patti,
fiber; Suzanne Bucher, jewelry. Hours: Syntagma: F....lnlsm and the
Avant-Gard. Film Film, lecture and
Mon-Sat 10 am-9 pm, Sun 11 am-6
discussion Nov 28 , 7 pm in Smith Aupm. 775-3822.
ditorium, Sills Hall, Bowdoin College,
Panache, 165 Commercial St , PortBrunswick. Free and open to the publand. Portraits and Partial Portraits :
lic. Formoreinformation, call 725-3151 .
Photographs by Arthur Fink through
Dec 2. Hours: Tue and Sat 9 am-5 pm, Origami and Japane•• Gift Wrap"
ping workshops offered by the Ja~n
Wed-Fri 9 am-8 pm. For more informaAmerica Society of Maine. Origami for
tion , call 774-3465.
adults Nov 28,7-9 pm . (Cost is $7.) OriPay.on Gall.ry of Art, Westbrook
College, 716 Stevens Ave., Portland.
llami for children Dec 2, 2-4 pm. (Cost
IS $5.) Japanese Gift Wrapping Dec 2,
"Laurence Gartel : Nuvo Japonica: an
9-11 am . (Cost is $7.) Workshops are
exhibit of works that combine drawing,
offered atJASM office, One Bank Road,
computer imaging, and photographs
Portland. For more information, call
through Dec 17. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am774-4014 .
4 pm (Thu until 9), Sat-Sun 1-5 pm .
Po.t-Modeml.t CUrNnt. from the
797.9546.
P.nnanent Collection Larry LutchPortland Public Library, Monument
mansingh, gives a gallery talk Nov 29
Square, Portland. "Celebration," a colat 1 pm and Dec 3 at 3 pm at the Walker
lection 01 landscape oil paintings and
Art Building, Bowdoin College. Brunreliefs by Priscilla Cross through Dec
swick. Free and open to the public. For
5. Hours: Mon, Wed andFri 9am-6 pm ,
more information, call 725-3275.
Tue and Thu 12-9 pm and Sat 9 am-5
Skowhegan School of Peintlng
pm. 871-1700.
and Sculptu,. Figurative painter
Portland School of Art The Photo
Connie Hayes presents and discusses
Gallery, 619 Congress St., Portland.
scholarship opportunities at the Skow"Zeitraum : Timeperiod" through Dec
hegan School Nov 30, 4 pm in Beam
22. Hours: Mon-Thu 8 am-9:30 pm, Fri
Classroom , Visual Arts Center, Bow8 am-5 pm and Sun 11 am-4 pm, 775doin College, Brunswick. Freeandopen
3052.
to the public. Formore information, call
St.ln Gallery Contemporary
725-3151.
Gla •• , 20 Milk 51., Portland. New and
experimental works by gallery artists Craft. Fair United Maine Craftsmen's
12th Annual Crafts Fair Dec 2, 10 amthrough Nov 25. 772-9072.
6 pm and Dec 3, 10 am-5 pm at the
USM Area Gall.ry, Campus Center,
USM Gym, Portland. Free parking and
Portland. •John Hultberg: Selected
Works from Four Decades- through
admiSSion.
Dec 14. Hours: Mon-Sat lOam- l0 pm, A C.I.bration of Chine.. Art.
Demonstrations in the art of cooking
Sun 12-5 pm. 780-4090.
Chinese dumplings, tying Chinese
The W•• t Side R•• taurant, Pine
knots, and wrillng calligraphy d sponSt., Portland. Recent work by Bevin
sored by the Chinese American FriendEngman through Dec 3. 773-8223.
ship Association Dec 2, 4 pm at the
Cape Elizabeth Lions Club, Route 77
(near Two Lights). Donations accepted
to cover costs . For more information,
call Sally Ng al 879-0182 or Susan
Art Exhibit and Sal. to b.neflt
Lieberman at 773-3192.
The Santa Fund sponsored by the
Merry-Meeting Art Association through
Dec 3 at the Topsham Fair Mall. For
more information , call 729-1528.
Attorney G.n.ral Gall.ry Spac. ,
State Offioe Building, 6th Iloor, Augusta. Photographs by Maggie Foskett
of Camden through Dec 1. Hours: MonFri 9 am-5 r.m. 289-2724 .
aat_ Col.ge Mu•• um of Art ,
Olin Arts Center, Lewiston . "Prints Irom
Vinalhaven Press : The First Five
Years: an exhibition of 50 works of
internationally known artists produced
between 1984 and 1989 at this master
print shop located on Maine's Vinalhaven Island through Nov 26. Hours:
Tue-Sat 10am-4pm, Sun 1-5pm. 7866158.
aowdoin CoII.ge Mus.urn of Art, Portland R.publican City ComBrunsWick.
Say Can You See:
mitt_ meets Nov 27, 7 pm at the
American Photographs, 1839-1939
Riverton School. For more informa(through Dec 10); A Romanoe with Retion, call Carloyn at 773-8865.
alism : The Art of Jean-Baptiste Car- Comput.,., Ethic. and Educapeaux (through Dec 10). Hours: Tuetion is the topic 01 this month's CPSRI
Sat 10 am-8pm , Sun 2-5 pm. 725Maine meeting, a chapter of Computer
3275. Oil and pastel paintings by Bath
Professionals for Social Responsibilartist Lee Brown are on exhibit through
ity, Nov 27, 5:30 pm at Room 340
Dec 28 in Lancaster Lounge, Moulton
PRVTC, 196 Allen Ave., Portland. For
Union.
more information, call 797-3324.
The Caldbeck Gall.ry, 12 Elm St., K.nnebec Rlv.r Lectu,. S.ri ••
Rockland. The Art of G.A. Curtis Dec 1"How Did the River Get to be Where
29. Opening reception Dec 1, 5-7 pm.
and What It Is?" Lecture given by
Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am-6 pm, Sun l-S
geologist Dr. Joseph Kelley Nov 28,
pm. 594-5935.
5:45 pm at the Maine Maritime MuThe C.nt.r for The Art., 804 Washseum, 243 Washington St., Bath.
ington 51., Bath. Paintings by William
Admission is $6 for museum members,
and Stell Shavis through Dec 2. Hours:
$8 for non-members. For more inforTue-Fri 10 am-4 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 442mation, call 443-1316.
8455.
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THEATRE

COMPANY

presents

"WORKI NG"
NOV 24 - DEC 17
THU • FRI. SAT
8:00PM
SUN 7:00 PM
T1ckets available at 1tle
Stein Gallery. Milk Street. or

The Mad Horse Theatre
955 Forest Ave. Portland
(207) 797-3338
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Afflnnatlv. Action v.,.us R ..
v.rs. DI.crimlnation: A,. Quota. ba.eeI on HX and rac. uncon.titutlonal? Participants in this
film include Ellen Goodman, former
EEOC Chair Eleanor Holmes, Washington Post columnist William Raspberry, and United Federation of Teachers President Albert Shanker. The film
and discussion series
"The
Constitution : That Delicate Balance" is
being held Nov 28, 7 pm at Thomas
Memorial Library, 6 Scott Dyer Rd.,
Cape Elizabeth. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 7991720.
Changing S.a.on., Changing
Spac •• Interior designer Lisa Whited
speaks on transforming living space to
lit changing seasons at the monthly
meeting of the Business Women's
Network of Maine Nov 29, 6 pm at
Tortilla Flat, 1871 Forest Ave., Portland. The Network supports and promotes women in business through networking and information exchange.
Membership is open to all women interested in developing personal and
professional contacts. For more information or to make a reservation, call
Kim Kalicky at 773-3821.
The CUlTent Situation in Ea.t G.,..
many Otto Emersleben, East German writer and proponent of democratic reform, speaks Nov 29, 7:30 pm
in Daggett Lounge, Wentworth Halt,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free and
open to the public. For more information, call 725-3151.
Godd..... In Ev.rywoman The
Women's Book Discussion Group at
Woodford's Church will discuss the
book by Jean Shinoda Bolen Nov 29, 7
pm in thechurch parlor, 202 Woodfords
St., Portland . Call Rev. Nancy Ives at
774-8243 il you r.lan to attend.
Th. Con.tltut on: Our Writt.n
L-._y series continues with ·Learning To read Our Own Works : Interpreting and Amending the Constitution in
the 19th Century" Nov 30, 12:10-12:50
pm at the Portland Public Library,
MonumentSquare, Portland. The reaeling/discussion series will be led by
Assistant Attomey General James A.
McKenna. Printed materials for the series are available at the library. Free
. and open to the public. For more information, call 871-1700, Ext. 758.
P,..ump.cot Riv.r Watch Monthly
meetinll to discuss tax-exempt status,
fundralsing and cooperation with
schools Nov 30, 7 pm at the Barron
Center, Brillhton Ave., Portland . Open
to the publIC.
Earth First Dave Forman , radical environmentalist and co-founder of Earth
First, speaks on the Earth First movement and the necessity of preserving
thewildemess Dec 1,7:30 pm in Kresge
Auditorium, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 725-3151.
Maine Wood. R••• rv. Jym 51.
Pierre, director 01 the Maine office of
the Wilderness Society speaks at the
Sierra Club public meetin9 Dec 1,7:30
pm althe Public Safety BUilding, Middle
St., Portland.
Money and Spirit Two-day workshop
Dec 1-2 at the General Theological
Center of Maine, 159 State St. , Portland. The purpose of the workshop is to
look at how money affects many aspects of our lives. The cost is $45. For
more information, call 874-2214.
How Will W. Menage Change
Pamela Plumb, co-chair 01 Vision 2000,
discusses how the quality 01 lile in
Greater Portland region can be improved during the next decade at the
Chamber of Commerce's Eggs 'n Issues breakfast Dec 5, 7:15-9 am at the
Sonesta Hotel, Portland. Cost is $8 for
members, $10 for non-members . Reservations must be made by Dec 1. For
more information, call 772-2811.
Community L.adershlp Institut.
USM's Department of Community
Programs is curren~y taking applications lor the January 1990 program .
The four-month program is lor people
who are or want to be actively involved
in boards, committees , commissions
and other community or~anizations .
The cost is $450; schofarshlps are avaitable. For more inlormation, call 8746500.
Southworth Planetarium Astronomy Shows Fri-Sun at 7 pm ; Laser
Shows Fri-Sun at 8:30 pm. Admission
is $3 for adults, $2 for students and
children (no children under 5). Wednesday afternoon program for students of
all ages , 3:3O-5:3Opm , $2. For more inlormation , call 780-4249.

SENSE

SPORT

DownEa.t Ski Club holds its 28th
annual ski sale Nov 25, 9 am-9 pm at
the USM gymnasuium, Falmouth St. ,
Portland. People interested in selling
their present equipment may register
~ems at the gym Nov 24, 4-8 pm.
Cro••-Country SkIIng Serl •• continues at L.L. Bean . Waxless skis is the
topic Nov 28, 7:30 pm at the Casco
Street Conference Center, located off
Rt 1, Freeport. For more information,
call 865-4761.

Telemark Instructors Training One-day
intensive workshop Dec 2, 8:30 am at
the Appalachian Mountain Club's
Pinkham Notch Camp in N.H. For reservations or workshop information, call
603-466-2727.
Portland Recreations Wint.r Pool
Hours continue through March.
Reiche Pool (874-8874) : Adult Swims
M W F, 7-8 am; T Th Sa, 12-1 pm; MF, 4-6; Open Swims T Th, 3-4:30; Th,
6:30-6 pm, Sa, 1-2:30 pm . Riverton
Pool (874-8456): Adult Swims M-F,
12:15-1 :lSpm; Sa, 12-1 pm; M W F, 67:30; Open Swims M W, 7:30-9 pm ,
Sa, 1-3 pm.
Falmouth Community Program.
Open Gym Hours: Open Gym for people
in grades 6-12 Saturdays through Dec
9, 1-3pm at the high school gym; Open
Gym for adults Sundays, through Dec
17,6-8 pm at the high school gym; CoEd Volleyball Tuesdays through Dec
19, 7-9 pm at the middle school gym
($1 for residents, $2 for non-residents) ;
Aerobics Tue and Thu, 6:15-7:15 pm ,
Sat at 8:30-9:30 am. For more information, call 781-5255.
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Shape Up at Your Own Pace
the facilities, the knowledgeable
staff and the friendly atmosphere
~''i'\..''
so you can get yourselfin the
shape you want and enjoy
doing it. If you're not happy
with the way you look and feel,
............' , then call and let us give you
a free tour of our studio.

by Mike Quinn

..

.. '.

-'

1===~~iN~~=~170 Rear U.S. Route 1

Falmouth, ME • 781-4502

FOR

KIDS

The a •• t Chri.tma. Pegeant Ev.r
Children'S production tells the story 01
how an annual pageant is taken over
by a family of juvenile delinquents. Performanoes are Nov 24-Dec 3 at the
Schoolhouse Arts Center In Sebago
Lake Village - Fri at 7:30 pm, Sat at 2
and 7:30 pm and Sun at 2 pm . Tickets
are $4 for adults, $3 lor children under
12. For more information , call 6423743.
Annual Toy Driv. at the Children'S
Museum , 746 Stevens Ave., Portland .
Toys are being collected beginning Nov
24 to donate to children in need at the
museum . For more inlormation , call
797-KITE.
Swimming L •••on. Portland Recreation's Aquatic Division is accepting
registrations beginning Nov 27 lor the
winter session of Saturday morning
swim classes at the Riverton Pool,
1600 Forest Ave., Portland Winter
session begins Dec 30 and continues
10 weeks . For more information , call
874-8456 .
Scl.nc. Party Workshop for schoolage children - science games Nov 28,
3:15-4:15 at the Children'S Museum.
746 Stevens Ave., Portland . For more
information , call 797-KITE .
A F ••tival of a ..... John Saccone
and members of the Portland Symphony's brass section will leature circus acts and brass music Nov 29-30 at
9:30 am, 10:30 am and 1 pm at the
Italian Heritage Center, Portland. AdmiSSion is $2 for children and adults .
For tickets , call Marianne Greenlaw at
799-5551 .
Art for Th. Fun of II and Holldey
Gift Making Two workshops for kids
grades 2-8 at the Reiche Community
Center, Brackett 51. , Portland. Art lor
the Fun 01 It is Thursdays, Nov 3O-Dec
21 at 6 pm ; Holiday Gift Making is
Saturdays , Dec 2-23 at 12 noon . Fee
for either is $10. To register, call 8748873.
Child,.n'. Piggy aank Shop Children ages 12 and under are invited to
shop for gifts lor the whole family Dec
2, 10 am- 12 noon at the YWCA , 87
Spring St. , Portland. No gifts are priced
hlQher than $2. Refreshments for parents. For more inlormation , call 8741130 ext. 6.
a,.akfa.t With Senta Santa, holiday activities and live information for
kids of all ages Dec 2, 9-11 am at the
Father Hayes Center. Stevens Ave.,
Portland. Admission is $4 per person
for members of The Children'S Museum, $5 for non-members. For more
information, call The Children's Museum at 797-KITE .
Children'. Mus.urn, 746 Stevens
Ave., Portland. Paper Making Exhibit
includes paper displays, instructional
classes on paper making and paper
making facilities ; Energy Exhibit offers
hands-on learning using computer
software, puzzles, demonstration and
more to look at energy use in Maine .
For more information , call 797-KITE .
Stori •• for Kids Portland Public library (871-1700) : Mon , Wed and FrI,
10:30 am ; Riverton Branch Library
(797-2915): Fn, 10:30 am; Peaks Island Branch (766-5540) : Wed, 10:15
am ; South Portland Public Library (7992204) : Fri, 10:15 and 11 :15 am (3-5
yearolds); Scarborough Public Library
(883-4723): Wed, 10:30 am and 1 pm
(3-5 year olds) and Tue, 6:30 pm (4-5
year olds); Prince Memorial Library ,
Cumberland (829-3180) : Wed, 10:30
am (2-3 year olds) ; Thu, 10:30 am (35 year ofds).
Flick. for Kids Portland Public Ubrary (871-1700) : Sat, 10:30 am and
Tue at 3:30 pm. Riverton Branch (7972915) : Thu-Fri, 3:30 pm ; Peaks Island
Branch (766-5540) : Tue, 3.15 pm;
South Portland Public Library (7992204): Fri, 3:30-4:30 pm.
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Let's get rightto the point, Portland, The fastest
growing indoor "athletic" competition in this fine
city is not bowling, bocrhe, bingo or billiards. In
fact, it's not even a "13" word,
"D" standsfordartsand thisgame has captured
the attention of nearly every bar in the city. Why
have these three-inch needle-nose projectiles with
pretty feathers caused such a stir around these
parts?
Well, basically because darts is that rare indoor
game which combines talent, drama, and flair
crammed into the smallest of conceivable spaces.
Despite the relatively small shooting area, darts is
one of the most popular television sports throughout rontinental Europe and England. Spectators
hovering around thepit only add to the excitement
and the anticipation of the upcoming winning
shot.
If you're a darts veteran, be patient here. If you
don't have a clue, pay attention. The Portland
Darts Association is divided into eight separate
leaguesstartingatAAand A proceeding onto B, C,
D classes as well. DD games, for instance, take
much longer to romplete because the skill level of
the players is considerably lower and required
numbers are not hit with as regular a frequency.
To see such an extensive differentiation of talent, one would have to head out to the softball
cliamond, But don't bother - they're muddy and
half frozen. You're better off to stay wann inside
your favorite tavern and watch one of the following three games, which are the makings of dart
rompetitions,
601. Wrong, jeans-breath, this is not a pair of
expensive leisure pants. 601 is theopeninggame in
a darts match, whose object is to reduce the total to
zero before your opponent does. The board is
clivided into20numbers,each withasingle,double
and triple hitting area. The bull's-eye and double
bull's-eye are, surprisingly, in the middle. The
game must start and end ona double space. Great
players are arutely aware of the mathematics of
every moment of this game, Going out from 126
means you take a triple on 19 and not on 20. If that
makes no sense to you, then that's two of us.
Anyway, there is always a plan to reduce the
monstrous 601 total to nothing. It happens a lot
faster than you might think, with three teammates
firing away,

The middle game is called cricket. ronsisting of
three separate two-{)n-two matches. The winners
have to hit in order the 20, 19,18,17,16,15 and
Bull's-eye spots. If a spectator leaves to refill her
beer, she might miss this one entirely (depending
again on talent level).
Finally, the last game of the evening isa series of
six-{)n-{)ne matches known as30l.lt's lessof a total
to conquer but it's done by a solo perfonner,
instead of a triumvirate,
Eleven points are on the line every time dart
teamsget together. Two in601, three in cricket and
six in301. A wizmathematician is always good to
have around because this game cannot be tallied
on fingers and toes,
Mike Palmer is a typical Portland darts person.
He is a rompetitive businessman trying to relax
and unwind at the end of the day. An advertising
rompany owner, Palmer contributed "Darts is a
wonderful game, All players shake hands before
and after the match, sincerely wishing each other
good luck. One never shoots against the other
player. The idea is to bring out the best in yourself.
In golf you play the hole, In darts you play against
the board. I thoTOughlyenjoy the competition and
the camaraderie."
Steve "Reno" Libbyisconsidered by many to be
theclutchdartthrowerin town. When a gameison
thelinehe is thepersonyou wantin thesaddle,sort
oftheJackNicklausof the 18th hole, Reggie Jackson
in the 9th inning, Joe Montana of the fourth quarter,Joan Benoitin the last half mileof the marathon,
etc. Clutch is "Reno" at the line needing a double
bull's-eye. He is uncanny at coming up with the
big one at the critical juncture. What's the secret.
Reno modestly offered, '1t's a casual game for
honest fun and recreation. Darts draw~ a good
crowd of good people. That's what I like about our
matches; regular folks having regular fun. We're
not talking about motorcycle gangs here,"
No we're not, For about $10 you can buy a
decent set of starter darts. Don't bother to read
some books about the rules. Enjoy their dramatic
interpretation at one of Portland's fine watering
holes, And please remember: itisnot wise to stand
directly in front of the board during a match.
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Darts is not just for people who don't like to move

Needle-nose jocks
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A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza

Fabulous
Food •from
Marqaritas
from south of the border
out ()f this world
OPEN 7 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to frio
242 St. John St., Union Sta. Portland 874-6444
• TID Juan's CONCORD, NH

• Margarita's ORONO, ME

Restaurant and Tayern

.
VJ;;

• THE BEST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT! •
Luncheon Specials
Every Day!
Warm up with our
homemade soups &
chowders

Fri. & Sat.
Dec. 1-2

HAPPY HOUR
4-6 MON.-FRI

on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

Mike Quinn got Reno's autograph last week and it's not for
sale.
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Make
Tilne
For Your
Social Life

What are you waiting for? WhY spend all of your
time working when you could be m eeting other
exciting, interesting people like yourself. Sparks i s
a totally personal, confidential, selective dating
service that doesn't use computers. Start having
fun again ... Make time for your soci;IJ life and call
Sparks today at·883 - 1003. It' s more than a dating
service - it's a new way of I1vlng!

+$fPll:~It$*~
Dating Service
~-100~

WANTA

LONG NECK?
Want real trip and money savet'S?-Novemberonly-Michelob
family long necks, 6 packs, only
$3-79- Take bome a supply of
Michelob
long
necks. ThIs Is a great
buy at these prices.
And, our long necks
have twlst-off caps.
Easy to open! Easy to
drink! Easy to enjoy!
See if you can guess
the name of this
player. ..He once w on
the Heisman Trophy
as the best college
football player in the
nation, and then later
became a major league
baseball player. .. He's the only man
in history to be both a Heisman
trophy winner and a big league
player in baseball ... Can you guess
his name? ..Answ er is Vic Janowicz,
who was an All-American at Ohio
State, winning the H eisman Trophy
in 1950, and then becoming a major
league baseball player with the Pittsburgh Pirates in 1953 and 1954. Did
you know that the first event ever to
be broadcast coast-to-<:oast in Amer-

iea was a sports event? ..The first nationwide broadcast in history was
the Rose Bowl game of Jan. 1, 1927
between Alabama and Stanford over
the new National Broadcasting Co. ... The announcer was Graham
McNamee. And for
those who prefer
Busch or Natural
Light. These two
brands are on speclal,
too, in November.
Busch and Natural
Ught 12 pack cans
will be avallable at
only 12 for $5.19.
Stock up-' for the
holidays! Who 's the
only coach in history to be fired
even though he had a perfect won
- loss record? ...The Detroit Red
Wings 9f the National H ockey
League, oddly enough, fired their
coach, Bill Gadsby, after he w on the
first two games in the 1969-70 season , and he thus became the only
coach ever bounced whil e he still
had a perfect record. Beer Is a good
part of the good life - drink responsibly!

WELL

NESS

Psycho-Social Disorders Related
to the Development of E.tlng
Disorders ToPIC of the monthly
meeting of NEED (New England Eating Disorders Program) Nov 28, 7:30
pm at Westbrook Community Hospital,
40 Park Rd., Westbrook. For more information, call 761-0128.
living With AIDS in Maine Fourth
annual statewide conference offers
both local and national speakers and
workshops Nov 28-29 at the Holiday
Inn By The Bay, 88 Spring St. , Portland. The conference is free for people
with the HIV virus. For more information , call MaryAnn Rost at 874-6550.
Leg Alert Free heahh screening and
educational program for Peripheral Arterial Disease Nov 30, 10 am-3 pm at
Royal Ridge Christian Church, Route
One, Scarborough. Screening is sponsored by the Osteopathic Hospital of
Maine and the Southern Maine Area
Agency on Aging. For more information, call 879·8035.
He.lth Screening Adult health
screenings for diabetes, anemia, colorectal cancer and high blood pressure
(donation). Nov 27, 1-3pm at the Town
Hall in Scarborough ; Nov 29, 9:3011 :30 am at St. Anne 's Church in
Gorham. For more information, call
775-7231 ext. 55t.

CLO CK

Tie One On For S.fety MADD Mothers Against Drunk DriVIng are asking
drivers to tie a red ribbon on a visible
part of their car as a comm~ment not to
drink and drive ruring the holiday
season.

The Convention .nd VI.ltors Bu....u is looking for volunteers to provide general information to Portland
visitors, answer questions about the
city, and spend time working in a small
retail shop. Light office duties are also
part of this position. For more information, call the Center of Voluntary Action
at 874-1015.
C.rollng.t Mercy Hospital People
with good voices are needed to share
the holiday spirit with patients in nursing units at Mercy Hospital. For more
information, call the Center of Voluntary Action at 874-tOI5.
American C.ncerSoclety Giftwrap
volunteers are needed to wrap gifts for
this annual lundraiser to support research, education and services to
cancer patients. The Gift Wrap is scheduled for Nov 24-Dec 23 at the Maine
Mall. If you would like to volunteer, call
the American Cancer Society at 7755809 or 8OO-482-Ot 13, or Maria
Bellesterosat 761-1873 during the evenings.
The M.lne Audubon Society needs
volunteers for their Global Holiday
bazaar Dec 1, 5-9 pm at the State
Street Church, Portiand. People are
needed to greet attendees, serve food
and staff sales booths. Past experience with similar events is helplul. For
more information, call the Center of
Voluntary Action at 874- 1015.
M.gic 01 Christmas Portland Symphony Orchestra is seeking volunteers
for the 11 performanoes of ' Magic of
Christmas: Volunteer ushers are
needed for performances at Portland
City Hall Auditorium Dec 8-17. Interested people should contact Emie
Wiedmann at 799-3756, Ken Nelson at
883-4055 or the PSO at 773-6128.
New Ye.r's/Portl.nd Over 200 volunteers are being sought to help welcome in the last decade of the 20th
century. Volunteers are needed for
promotion and proruction, hanging
posters, constructing stages and sellInll tickets. Volunteers eam free admiSsion to all New Year's/Portiand
events in exchange for four hours of
service . For more information, call
Maine Arts at 772-9012.

Let's T.lk about the pliSlhtofthehomeless in Portland, denial of services,
landlord problems , discrimination,
housing issues, affordable housing and
support for our brother and sisters on
the streets. Public discussion Nov 22,
7 pm at the PROP offices, 222 st. John
St., Portland. For more information,
call Karen at 772-7140.

All Those Who
Didn't Smoke On
November 16th!

Divorce Perspective. PlO!lram for
divorced men and women designed to
provide assistance and support in
dealing with the adjustment process
and becoming aware of divorce as an
opportunity for growth. Thanksgiving
meeting Nov 22, 7:30 pm . ' Children's
Issues' is the topic of the meeting Nov
29, 7:30 pm at Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords St. ,
Portland. Donation is $1 .50. For more
information, call Ingraham Volunteers
HoUine at 774-HELl'.
Outright Support group for gay/lesbian young people, 22 and younller,
meets weekly. For more informauon,
call 774-HELP or 774-TALK.
Support Group for s.p.r.ted.nd
Divorced People 35 and over. For
more information, call 934- 1692.
Smokers Anonymous meeting Mondays, 7-8:30 pm, beginning Nov 27 at
the People's Building, 155 BrackettSt. ,
Portland. Sponsored by the Portland
West Neighborhood Planning Council.
For more information, call 775-0105.
A.R.T.S, Anonymous (Artists Recovering through the Twelve Steps) New
group meets Mondays, 7 pm at the
Reiche Community Center, Brackett
St., Portland.
MADD Weekly Victim Support Group
Survivors , their families and all whose
lives have been changed dramatically
at the hands of a drunk driver may
share the emotional aftermath of such
a crime with others of the same experienoe. The group meets Thursdays, 7
pm at the MADD office, 9 Deering St. ,
Portland. For more inlormation, call
773-MADD.
Resolve Support network for infertile
people sponsors workshops and sup·
port groups. For more information , call
774-4357 or 846-4379.
Portland Coalition for the Psychiatric.llf L ....led, a consumer
run self-help group for persons with
mental illness, holds peer support
groups every Tuesday and Wednesday aftemoon 1:30-2:15. The groups
take place at the Portland Coalition
offices at 142 High Street, Suite 501 ,
Portland. For more information, call
Cathie Long at 772-2208.
DepNaslve .nd M.nlc Dep.....
slve Anonymous Support and information group meets Mondays, 7 pm at
Woodfords Congregational Church,
202 Woodfords St., Portiand. For more
information, call 774-HELP .
Young F.thers Program at the
Portiand YMCA, 70 ForestAve., offers
a supportgroupfor young fathers every
Monday at 6 pm. Erucational groups
are held on the second Tuesday of
each month. For more information, call
Betsy at 874- 1111 ext. 221.
The AIDS Project, 22 Monument
Square (lifth floor) , Portland, lists many
support groups around Portiand for
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
friends of PWAs. For more information,
call 774-6877.
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deadline: noon Monday
roomma es
ROOMMATES HERE!
You need them, we've got
them . Portland's established
roommate referral service
has the perfect person to
share your home, or the
perfect home for you to
share! For low fees and
professional service, call
The Roommate Locator, 7749303.
MOTHER & CHILD or
single female wanted to
share large 4-BR waterfront
home in Freeport. Nonsmoker, $400 per month .
865-0621 eves.
ONE ROOMMATE wanted
(female preferred but all
considered) to share
beautiful 10,000sqft home
on Western Prom . Two
spacious BR adjo ining
private bath-@ 700sqft.
Cooperative use of rest of
house. Off-street parking ,
plenty of storage space .
Non-smOker, over 30 , no
pets and no kids please .
$540 per month includes
utilities. Contact Charles or
Joni at 773-0463.
ONE FEMALE nonsmoking roommate for sunny
spacious
3- BR
apt.
Hardwood floors , water view
from balcony, Eastern Prom .
$200 includes heat. Avail.
Jan. l , 774-6519.
WOMAN ARTIST (non smoker)
looking
for
roommate , student or
working woman. Danforth St,
two large sunny room s are
yours, we share kitchen and
bath. $275 plus, 874-2908.
FEMALE ROOMMATE
wanted to share distinctive
2-3 BR apt. in S. Portland.
Convenient location , yard,
storage. $255 heat included.
767·4693.
YARMOUTH F'ORESIDE
rt 88 , chern -free home.
18x30 room with private
entrance and woodstove .
Share kitchen, bath, and
laundry room . Sunny house
on high, wooded ridge. $390
includes heat and utilities.
846-9038 .

PROFESSIONAL qUiet,
non-smoking male seeks
professional female with
quiet lifestyle to share 3-br
apt in nice Munjoy Hill area.
Off·street parking available
and full-size bed included.
$175 per month includes
utilities. 761-4998 6AM-3PM
nr 775-2224 eves .

PEAKS ISLAND winter
rental , 3 bdrm . cottage, view,
woodstove, quiet. $450 plus.
Year Round rental : 3-plus
bdrm ., oil heat, close to
school and village. $600
plus. Ralph Ashmore Realty
772-6992.
PEAKS ISLAND fully
furnished Victorian cottage.
Winter rental, great view of
Portiand, 4 minutes to ferry.
2-BR plus study, woodstove.
Great opportunity
to
experience island living.
766-2385

THE BEST CHRISTMAS
you can give your family is a
new home. When you make a
$500 deposit on your new
home between now and
Christmas t 989 Showcase
Homes will match your
deposit and issue you a gift
certificate for the total $1000
to put under your tree. Tum
your rent money into an
investment in a real home of
your own for as little as $15 a
day , anywhere in Maine.
Model homes open at Turner
Plaza, Turner , Rt 302 ,
Naples. For more information
call toll-free 1-800-344-6552.
Showcase Homes Inc,
Tumer, ME.

CASCO BA Y ISLANDS
the very best of both worlds!
Peaceful island living and
close by City of Portland
amenities . Just 17 minutes
by passenger or car ferry to
PAINTERS, carpenters , Peaks and other Bay
housesitters, yard care spe- islands. Homes and prime
cialists , plumbers, electri - building lots for year-round
cians. Use our HOME SER- investment or summer use.
VICES section to advertise Contact: Paul Landry , Island
your profession. Call CBWS Resident Broker, at 207-766hotline: 77~60t and ask 2588 or write Paul Landry ,
for Mark the • Classified Peaks Island 04108
Man:

Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept cash, personal checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD.
Consult the RATES in the coupon to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND ~ems are
listedfreeasapublicservice. DEADLINEfor
all types of classified advertising is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's
ed~ ion . Ads received after the deadline will
be run starting with the next issue. CBW will
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads with
purely sexual content. CBW will not print full
names, street addresses or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST either provide a Post OffICe Box number in
their ad or use the CBW BOX SERV1CE (rate
information in AD FORM). All information
pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco Bay
Weekly reserves the right to categorize,
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc. CBWshail not be liable for errors of
omissions in, or a failure to insert, any advertisement for which n may be responsible,
beyond actual space occupied by lhe ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not refundable.

use coupon below

PORTLAND very nice
sunny ,
re-modeled
apartments, looking for good
tenants . $450· 550 per
month, heat & parking
included. 772-7080 .
WEST END at William Kilby
Block, for lease or lease with
option, avail. 12-1. Leases
include snow removal ,
maintenance, sewer & water,
and ample storage. Lessee
pays oil heat and electric. 2story townhouse, 5 br, 2
bath , LR, DR , kitchen,
laundry. Large deck, private
drive, $1100 per month. Also
available 12-1 : Luxery 1-br,
fully applianced kitchen , 1.5
bath,
deck ,
parking
woodftoors, exposed beams,
nice open floor plans, $650
per month. Call owner at 7740953.
NEWLY RENOVATED
one and two bedroom apts .
from $400 per month, call the
Portland Management Co. at
774-6363
APARTMENT RENTAL
Specialists I Apts, houses,
condos . Many listings
available. Owners listings
welcome, open 7 days.
Gilman St. 2-BR, clean , on
busline, some furnishings ,
$435 plus. 767-6106 or 7752066.
WESTBROOK
2.BA
carpeted,
modern
appliances, sunny and
spacious, off-street parking ,
on bus line, $495 plus
utilities . Ready now! Call
865-4616
S. PORTLAND sunny ,
clean one and two BR apts.
Wall to wall carpeting ,
laundry, parking. Sorry , no
pets. $450-495 per month,
799-9265.
NICE remodeled 3-BR apt.
Convenient location , $550
plus utilities. 772-7080
PEAKS ISLAND waterfront, year-round rental.
Large deck, living room ,
kitchen , bedroom , parking ,
ten -minute walk to ferry.
$550 per month including
utilities. 780-4801 or 7665103.
WESTBROOK 1-BR apt. in
nice residential area. Private
entrance, parking, no pets.
$495 includes all. 854-0475 .

or call Mark Kelleher at 775·6601
musIc

ARTISTS'
STUDIO SPACE
At last a downtown historic
building devoted to artistssculpturs, photographers
and art related people at
affordable rates of $135$275 per month for rooms
and suites (includes heat
water and electricity).
Rooms fealure views, tin

ceiings, plaster walls,
hara.vood floc" and
painters sinks. Security
oriented. Renting fast.
Join other Portland artists
at The Artlala Siudioa

799·7890
ONE OF A KIND space ,
5000 sq. ft. High ceilings ,
brick walls, heavy timbers,
available for
functions,
rehearsals, filmings, etc.
Short or long term, 774-3366

catering
SINATRA, CEL TICS,
The Dead, we'v e catered
them. Now we're available to
cater for you!
Call
Bellybusters Catering and
join the most prestigious list
of clients in New England.
934-0822.

LOVING, SECURE, S.
California couple would like
thier life complete with a child
of their own to love, and take
on trips to Disney Land and
Camp Snoopy. Please call
Lois and Jeff anytime, 818996-4688.

CUSTOM BUILT electric
guitar. Chandler neck and
body , black with black
hardware. Floyd Rose ,
Duncan Humbucker, and two
Dimarzios. $500 or best
offer, 772-0208. 1019
FENDER GUITARS from
$199, Martin Sigmas $t99,
Ovations from $225, used
Marshalls, Les Pauls from
$599, Kramers, BC Richs ,
many guitars from under
$100, sound and recording
systems. Trades welcome.
Friendly River Music, 6 t 2
Congress St, 879-0292
VINTAGE
GUITAR
round-up in Dallas, Texas!
World's largest vintage guitar
show. John and Duncan are
going, place your orders
nowl Wholesale prices on
vintage
and
used
instruments and amps .
Friendly River Music, 612
Congress St, 879-0292
STEINWAY M GRAND,
t923 . Very good condition.
An excellent purchase for
pianist
who
values
Steinways special qualities
$7500. For more information,
call Joseph Piano Service,
773-1779.
PIANO SALE! 15-20% off
Fazer pianos plus a complete
Dampp-Chaser humidity
control system with every
purchase ($200 value!) .
Joseph's Piano Service , 630
Forest Ave, Portland. Wed,
Fri , 1-7 PM or by
appointment, 773-1779 .
Registered Member Piano
Technicians Guild.

c om pleteing his
form . Wnt. legibly
or type, and use

additional paper
if necessary.

WHOLISTIC MUSIC
Studio: Voice, piano, and
keyboard lessons. Suzuki
piano, children and adults.
Adult beginners and restarters gleefully encouraged! ' 773-8250
PIANO LESSONS with
NY -trained pianist/composer
Eliott Cherry. All ages and
levels. Looking forward to
the smile on your childs face!
Adults welcome. Call 7722442.
DRUM LESSONS $10 per
hour, no sheet music. Call
Glenn at 879-1669.

SALES REP-looking for a
person to sell really great Tshirts for my company. Must
be energetic, hardworking,
and want to make money.
This could be FIT or PIT.
Company is n&W and offers
the best printed T-shirts in
New England. Call 799-7155
and leave message. Thanks.
RELIABLE PERSON for
vegetarian cooking and
personal care. Call 761-5887
or 773-3275.
,----------,

ACCOUNT EXEC,
The ideal CMdidate lor a posIiIn

on 011 display advettising sales
team is seif-mcwaed, organized,
IIbIe ~ oommurtale asales
me
efledively
experienoed

am

it ~ sIfes. Assume an existilg
terriory will stro~ ~w!h po!ertial.
Base &alary, oommlSSiln, benefits.
Send Olver letter am resume ~:
Santani!'" Plbisher,
Casco
WeelIy, t 87 CIaIk 51.,
Ponland, M ~102.i'obealsplease.

~

Casco Rr-r-,
'\MEEKLY'

Guitar, Bass &

Vocal Lessons

C65 Forest Ave.

..

761·8084

+ REPAIR CARS?
+ PULL TEETH?
• SHRINK HEADS?

+ TUNE PIANOS?
SINGER WANTED for
new
Portland
band .
Influences : Strangers,
Buzzcocks, Abba, The Fall,
Frank Sinatra, Motorhead,
Dave Brubeck, Chopin . Call
Leon 772-1087 or Dave 772·
0630.

CIRCULATION
Occasionally we need extra help distributing
our papers. If your schedule has some Wed.
evenings or Thursdays free and you'd like to
work for us once in a while call 883,0155

Imll.I·lua·'

THE MARSHALL REST
14 Veranda St, Portland : all
meals are home-cooked, be
surprised by differe nt
vegetables! Lovely dining
room, open Tues. and Thurs.
for lunch. Call for take out773-8964.

~
VISA

'

~oupon
the CBW
CllISolned
PolIcy before

2.

If you derive regular income

lrom the 8Ubjects{S} of your
Classified Ads(s} please
use the business rate .
And thank you for

choosing Casco Bay Weeldy

All charges are per week
IndivIdual Business
up to 30 words
$5.00
$7.00
31 -45 words
7.00
9.00
46-60 words
9.00
11,00
Each Add 'i word
.15
,21
CBW Box Service
3.00
5.00

MESSAGE: ____________________________________________
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+ PLANT BULBS?
• PET SIT?
Choose Casco Bay
Weekly as a vehicle for
delivering the message
about your business
to the Portiand area's
most active readers.
Our readers want quality
servioe and professionals
they can trust. Help then
find you in the CBW
Classlfieds.

PHONE

775-6601

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
Not for publication: We need the following information
to print your ad. Hwill be held In strict confidence.

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ___________________________
STATE __________ ZIP CODE ___________
DAYTIME PHONE _____________________
PAYMENT:

PREFERRED CATEGORY: _____________________

TOTAL WORDS: ______

BASIC RATE (from above)
+ ____ EXTRA WORDS AT ___ ¢ EACH

CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAl
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WAt-IT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED
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Check

Money Order _____

Mastercard
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Services in·
clude prenatal care, nutrition
counseling, homebirth, pap
smears. Call for free consultation visit. Heidi FillmorePatrick, 657-3180.
METAPHYSICAL Readings from a spiritual perspective offer insight and practical application regarding
your current energy field, life
lessons. past lives, personal
symbols and archtypes.
Tarot readings also available, call Regina at 7290241.
SELF HYPNOSIS to stop
smoking, control weight.
stress, fears, insomnia,
pain . Enhance creativity,
concentration. etc. Greater
Portland
house-calls
available. For free brochure
call 772-2442. Eliott Cherry,
Hy.,
Certified
R.
Hypnotherapist.
ONGOING .JUNGIAN
Dream group now has
openings for new members.
Meets weekly on Thursday
evenings. For further
information please call 7726031 or 883-4989 or 8834979.
THE GODDESS IN YOU
a workshop series in which
women explore their feminine
spiritual heritage to discover
ways in which the goddess
manifests in their lives. Nov.
18, 9:30-1:30, Brunswick.
Call Regina Sclhaare at 7290241 or Jill Fairchild at 7735932 for registration.
MEDITATION is a way ot
resting the mind, opening the
heart, and cultivating
harmony in everyday life.
Istructor: Carroll Dunn. 5
Tuesdays, beginning Nov.
14, 7:15 pm. $30 in
Yarmouth. Call 846-0764
after 6pm.
PSYCHIC READINGS by
Jan Moody. Tarot cards,
Karmic horoscopes. Consult
someone who cares.

,
"
"
"

,.

By

appointment or mail, call 7258226. For free brochure write
' PO Box I, Topsham, Me.
04086
THERAPEUTIC massage
Remember how to relax.
Charlene Telenar, certified
massage therapist, member
AMTA. Thinking about giftgiving? Gift-certificate
special! Holidays stressful?
Put yourself on your list! By
appointment, 854-3943.
MASSAGE a combination
of therapeutic massages,
modalitic, using a variety of
oils and ointments. Gift
Certificates available. Unden
Thigpen, Certified Massage
Therapist, New Images, t 42
High St, across from the
Sonesta, by appointment.
GIFTS OF LOVE fo r
clhildren and seekers of all
ages. Find carefully selected
books, toys, calendars, oils,
Chinese temple bells and
reHex balls, T-shirts, cards,
dreidles, all at Maybe
Someday ... 195 Congress SI
between Levinskys and
Whole Grocer, 773-3257, 106 daily, O.S.!
WHOLE FOODS cooking
classes for folks in transition
to a vegetarian eating style.
Three sessions: Nov 21, 28,
Dec 5. Call 774-8889 for
more info or registration.

IF YOU ARE READING
this ad then we at least have
one thing in common . If you
are a single woman age 2530 then we probably have a
lot in common . If you are
interested in meeting a single
guy who likes to share
uncommoness, then write to
CBW Box 483.
GWM 28 hi, I'm an
attractive professional in the
S. Maine area. I'm interested
in music, travel, sports. gay
nightlife, hiking the Maine
coast, etc. I'm hoping to
meet other GWM 'or
friendship and to enjoy
common interests together.
I'm easy-going and have a
good sense of humor, hope
to hear from you! CBW Box
485.
WANTED:
TALL,
educated SWM 28-36 who
can put the star on my
Christmas tree without using
a stepstool. Skills in popcorn
stringing a definite plus, but
willing to train. Non-smokers
only (we dont want to set the
tree on fire). Interviews are
being conducted immediately with this tall SWF
elf .... bring your own star.
CBWBox484.
MWF LOOKING for a
couple or female companion
for warm friendship and gettogethers, who enjoy dining
out, watching home movies.
Will answer all, CBW Box
487.
SINCERE, SENSITIVE,
shy DWM, 308, 6-2, 190,
good-looking with oldfashioned values, athletic,
professional yet fun-loving,
seeks friendship with slim,
attractive , mature female
possessing similar qualities
who enjoys good conversation, dining out,
reading, and spontaneity.
Non-smoker please. Photo
appreciated . You won't be
disappointed! CBW Box 504 .
SWM 34, physically.
emotionally, and spiritually
aware; honest and attractive
professional, looking for a
woman equally interested in
embracing life. CBW Box
505.
GM 29, good-looking, your
T-shirt said 'Bad Boyr.,Club'.
You caught my eye Sat.
night at the bar on Kennebec
SI. Intrigued? I was. Tall guy
by window. Drop me a note at
CBW Box 507.
SWF 33 energetic, outdoors oriented, with flexible
schedule, seeks emotionally
healthy SM who likes himself
and is able to laugh at life's
little annoyances. CBW Box
508.
MWM 30, thin, attractive,
adventurous , seeks that
perfect MWF for discreet and
passionate fun . Rememberforbidden fruits are the
sweetest... .. CBW Box 301 .
MOUNTAIN alKE maniac
24 year-old professional
SWM who loves an active life
of hiking, biking and
swimming. I am looking for an
an intelligent, independant
female who is not afraid to
keep up. Interested? CBW
Box 510.

Winner r
two ee etickets
comQliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
SF ATTRACTIVE 30ish, slim ,
seeks S Black male, 32-42
non-military for sharing conversalion to jazz clubs in
Boston. Must be cuddleable
and at least 6fl. tall. Phone
number appreciated. PO Box
49, DTS, Portland, ME, 04112

If you have placed an ad In the Casco Bay weekly perean... yaw
ad iSMomaticatly ent.ed In the PERSONAL OFTttE WEE)( cont.
for that week, Wear.looklng for ada that •• aeatlYe, witty and too.
Wlnnerawill receive thtir tick_In themail.

DOCTOR,45, interested
in meeting unusually
attractive woman interested
in dining out, travel, sailing,
spirituality. Your kids are
fine. Lets meet over coffee.
PO Box 8125, Portland,
ME,04104
SINGLE PORTLAND·
area guy seeks selfsufficient woman to take
the chill off those cold
winter nights. Me: intuitive,
intellectual, sincere cynic,
high tech, the arts, coffee
shops, humor, informal ,
companion, mileage in low
308. You: independant, with
a spark .... you fill in the
rest. Phone number please,
thanks. CBW Box 472.
CLOSE YOUR EYES,
breathe deeply, and touch
this ad. Feel the heat? This
rare
and
attractive
combination of snips, snails
and puppy-dog tails invites
exceptional females to
invest a postage stamp on
the possibility of sultry
romance and adventure. I
am 32, 5-11, 160lbs, dark
blonde, green-eyed professional, desire friendship
at the very least. CBW Box
471.
DWF, TALL, SLIM,
attractive and fun -loving
professional, mid-40s ,
would like to meet fun loving professional man.
non-smoker, tall, 47-53, to
share common interestsskiing, traveling, boating,
dancing,
dining,
conversation, while getting
to know each other; and
who knows, maybe we'd
find we could develop a
permanent relationship
together. CBW Box 468.
INTERESTING
and
hardworking DWM mid-50s
seeks
attractive,
adaptable, adventurous
and educated upbeat lady
to date and maybe develop
a lasting relationship .
City/country
plus
fashionable type preferred,
non-smoker/drinker, ps .
CBW Box 469.
YOU NEED IT. A want-ad
in Casco Bay Weekly can
help you find it. 775-6601 .

RESPONDING TO A
CBW BOX?

SWM 30 intelligent,
independant, successful
professional
seeks
positive, self-confident,
attractive F with sense of
humor. CBW Box 467.
SWM 25, handsome,
clean,
fun,
seeks
submissive female for light
B+D. Limits resPllcted.
Send photo and phone to
CBW Box 476.
GWM 29,6-1,165, here's
something different: I
appreciate nature and
sincere, trustworthy people
who know what real
friendship is and that has to
come before anything else.
Together and stable but just
recently coming to grips
with myself. Not into bars or
drugs. Not promiscuous .
Honest, generous, loyal,
straight in appearance and
actions, good-looking,
affectionate but not
effeminate, looking for
same
21 - 33.
Some
interests include: outdoors,
coast, travel, gardening,
hiking,
photography,
camping, music, quiet
times, doing nothing,
driving to nowhere.
Intelligent
but
not
intellectual. Down to earth.
lonely like you, normal guy
in spite of this long ad! Give
it a chance, I did. There's
nothing to lose. CBW Box
470.
GREAT SWM wants to
meet the ever elusive great
SWF. I'm early 30s, welleducated professional,
musically gifted and very
optimistic about life in
general. As the holidays
draw ever near, wouldnt it
be nice to share them with a
lovable romantic man? I'm
ready for friendship that
could lead to promising
relationship. Are you
attractive, educated, and
funloving? If you are please
send phone and photo-if
you have one-with your
letter to CBW Box 477.
MWM 40 professional,
educated,
handsome
business-man with weekly
overnights to Portland area
seeks special intimate
friendship with married,
divorced or single woman.
Mutual respect, discretion
and
understanding
assured. CBW Box 482.

with the left oar, I'm in
another with the right oar,
neither boat is getting
anywhere . Maybe, if we
latch together we can get
the boats moving again .
MWM 27, seeking MF 25-45
for correspondance and
morel Photo appreciated.
PO Box 472 DTS, Portland
04112.
CREATIVE, professional,
successful SWM is seeking
a woman who is not afraid of
being intelligent. I enjoy
reading, art , jazz, and
vibrant conversation. If you
are interested in quality time
with an intelligent, caring,
sensible person then we
should meet. CBW Box 509.
GEORGE BUSH is not the
only person you will want to
meet in K-Port this year! This
fun-loving, independant and
open woman is looking for an
adventurous, responsible
and caring man. If you find
enjoyment in the simple
things in life-a good home
cooked meal, a day of
canoeing or x-country skiing
plus much much more write
to
PO
Box
1042,
Kennebunk, ME 04043. Lets
get acquainted!
MISSING YOU every
square inch of Alaska .
You're the best thing thats
happened to me. See you at
Christmas ..... by the way,
haws your neck?
NOT PARTICULARLY
outstanding or unusual, I
am just a nice middle-aged
New England lady (47)
seeking a nice man with
Maine sensibilities . No
photo necessaary. Writing
will disclose all. Respond
CBWBox359.

REMODELING By Vision
Crafters. Let us add the
change that can make your
house your home. Kitchens,
bathrooms, tile work, floor
inlays, repairs, additions .
Charles Fred'icks, 773-0463.
HAIL MARY typing
service. Don't pass this up!
We will type your resumes,
term papers, law briefs ,
personalized multiple letters,
engineering reports, plays
and scripts. I type nearly
100 words per minute-quick
turnaround time. Pickup and
delivery available, call 7745410.
FACIALS: Organic aloe
vera products . Faoe scrub,
mask, herbal steam, blackhead-whitehead, and excess
oil removal plus a foot massage. Enjoy a thoroughly
clean face. Joni at 773-0463
PORTRAITS
for the
holidays. A unique gift in
charcoal or pastel, from life
or a photograph of you, your
child, or pet. Contact Lenora
at 767-4156.
HOUSEKEEPING I am a
hardworking person able to
clean weekly or bi-weekly. I
also do services just for the
week. I am thorough, reliable
and have reasonable rates .
Good references . Call Lisa
at 773-2732.

r:mJ'jt!li9 ifl ' i i _
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark St.
Portland, ME, 04102
MAYBE SOMEDAY
BOOKSTORE
195 Congress St,
Portland 773-3275
~.
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ARE YOU bulging with kittens, puppies or rabbits? Do
you want good future homes
for Ihese new members of
your extended family? Why
not place a classified in
Casco Bay Weekly? $5 gets
you up to 30 words, more
than enough spaoe 10 find a
good home for the whole litter, if necessary. Call CBW
Classified Hotline: 775-6601.

wees
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BA THEATER MA.JOR ERNIE POOK'S Comeek
makes professional and and Marlys fans , .... Lynda
artistic quality VCR movies. I ' Barry has created at-shirt
capture memorable moments just for Marlys. Show your
of all occasions. $25 plus friends where you went this
film, call Mary Mary, 774- summer "visit Marlys' World
and Universe + Galaxy·.
2552.
COMPUTER MANUAL in Shirts are 100% cotton with
English. Kindergarten clear black ink. In adult SM, MED,
or your money back. Hard LG and XLG sizes. Send
disk, batch fiies, all you need check or money order for
to know in lay verbiage. Our $12.95 to : Greylag, P.O. Box
DOS ABC's disk prints your 99093-CB, Seattle, WA
manual as you learn. $850 98199-0093 . Get on our
ppd by return mail. Specify mailing list too ....
disk size. Uvely Press, RFD 19 FT. SEBAGO Suncraft
2. Box 368, Limerick, ME, inbd/outbd Volvo Penta. 4
cyl, twin carb, solid boat,
04048.
needs minor work. $1000 firm
Call 883-1473 between lOam
toBpm
QUEEN SIZE waterbed
with
mirrored
headboard/bookcase . Six drawers in base. Complete with
heater, mattress, padded
frame. $350 or best offer.
846-9583
AIRLINE TICKETS one
roundtrip, Portland to
Colorado Springs, Nov. 2128. Call eves, 761-0140.
REFRIGERATOR
13
cubic It. afmond Kelvinator, 9
years old, clean and in good
.I•• nln • •
shape except for freezer
...Inl.n.no.
door problem, good second
........HI •••
or camp refrigerator. $50,
....... Inl.rl.r.
please call 774-5910 days.
.zI.rI.r
t.
SOLOFLEX
weight
I .... 'Iu .... ln ••
machine. Includes leg- and
.1 ••trl ••I. roo
......11 .... R•••• fly-machine. The total at
home workoul. Its been used
......1. r.t •• I
but not abused. Asking
C.II 81'8·1'048
$900, leave message at 7992119.
OKIDATA Microline 393
I
printer, top of the line.
Software, extra fonts, and
ribbons. Cost $1400, tested
but never used, $850. Call
846-3397.
ORIENTAL
RUG
I
....
J,
Authentic, new, beautiful
I Order Now For A hand-woven Kashmir rug.
Pure WOOl. 6'x4', similar ones
I 2 Car Garage
retail for $1700, bargain
I On a cement slab
priced at $850. Must sell,
I for A Tremendous 773-7988.
SONY VIDEO camcorder,
Price of
8-mm, many extras, perfect
condition, $600 or best offer,
call 725-3310 or 725-9494
eves.
ZENITH Z·100 computer
with this
with terminal, 1 MB memory,
coupon
dual port, light pen, mouse,
Olympia printer, 3 graphics
software programs, word
Call today for
processing soft ware, IBM
Free Estimate
compatable , $795 or B/O.
773-1779.
The
SE 20 HD with
Brendan Group MAC
Radius FPD, Imagewriter I ,
761·4070
$4000. Agfa stat camera
1·800-222·2565
with processor, $2100. 774for
1. _Ask
__
_Carolyn
___ _
4334 days or 774- 1013
ELECTRIC TREADMILL
running or walking up to 9
VACATION VALUE
mph . used 4 months,
originally $1000, will sacrifice
For sale-membership in
for $650 or BIO. 773-0749
exclusive East Coast
vacation resorts. Ideal
eves .
for RV owners and
NEW PROFESSIONAL
campers. Great deal I
art table. Folds for easy
Call 883-9991 after 6PM
storage. 24x36 white board,
tubular steel legs, adjusts for
FleE
height and incline. Orig .
LIQUIDATION
$179, now $50. Call 871SALE
1023.
Work station, Canon
ROUND·TRIP
from
typewriter, Sony big
Portland to Sarasota, FLA.
screen TV and more.
Dec. 22-26. Call 799-9612,
Everythin!l must 90.
leave message.
Also mUSICal eqUIpREADY TO FLY! Red
ment from PA cabHawk ultralight, enclosed
inets, lights to amps
cockpit, push-button start,
and more. 892-2569
full ailerons and flaps. On
wheels, with floats . $6500 or
best offer. Catamaran with
new trampoline and rollerreefing jib, $1400. 799-4305.
TEAK STEREO cabinet,
Gay'! L....,.n'!
perfect condition . Purchased
Jom thou. . of IClllbiana and py
IDCII in Maine. Su.t.cribc to 01r
at New England Music,
Paper. For £me IAmple and wbrectangular, 36x38x18. Dual
tcription info-pu.t (mUJcd in •
pain cmodopc) wriz to:
smoked glass doors , 5
shelves, holds over 200
Our "'per, Dept. Z
P.D .Box 10744
albums, new $300 now $150.
PortImd, MQ.: 04104
John, 839-4576 or 829-6124 .

CA.CO BAY
..RVIC ••
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COLLEGE STUDENT with
truck available to do odd
jobs. Very handy and can fix
most anything. Excellent
references. Call anytime,
night or day. 774-2159, leave
message

$4,700

1989 FORD PROBE GT
Turbo. Loaded with every
option including CD player,
red with red interior. Must
sefl, buying house. Call Dom
at 774-5626 or 865-3058
1985 SAAa 900-s 4-door,
5-speed, sun-roof, air
conditioning. AM-FM Clarion
Cassette, 68 K miles, cruise
control, heated seats, all
electric, fog lights. Excellent
condition, $7900. 774-0004
77 AMC HORNET wagon,
good sticker, runs well, a
true classic! $350, call 8831473.
1984 MERCURY Grand
Marquis LS, loaded, 46k,
new mufffer & shocks,
excellent condition . $5500 or
best oHer, 773-2577.
SCHOOL BUS for sale .
Ideal spare route bus ,
church bus or camper
conversion . Seats 28 kids or
17 adults, $1750. Call Mark
at 774-5721 days or 7733854 eves.
1980 VW SCI ROCCO 4spd, 103k, 2 new radials,
runs well , some rust. $475.
647-5028 after 6PM.
1988 TOYOTA Tercel, 5spd , 7500 miles , perfect
condition .
Want
an
automatic. 879- t 869 eves.
1985 BUICK RIVIERA
fully loaded , excellent
condition, call 879-1869 .
1987 4X4 SUBARU GL
coupe It. blue, 65k, great
shape. Asking $6500, call
797-4673.
IF MOTHER TOLD YOU
to stop being shiftless, get
Into gear with this standard
trans . V-6, 1981 Malibu
wagon. New sticker, runs
strong, looks good. $950
shifts ownerShip. 657-2454.
71 CHEVY PICKUP with
toolbox and steel lumber
rack, many new parts and
new sticker, runs well , $975.
761-2443.
1987 OLDS CUTLASS
Ciera-A/C , power windows,
AM-FM stereo, cruise, tilt,
car phone optional. 58k,
excellent condition , $5500,
call 878-2748.
1984 VW JETTA 4-dr, 5spd, sunrOOf . blue cloth
Interior, fine condition,
asking $3375 . Call 7612595, messages returned.
1968 MERCEDES BENZ,
rare European version, 80k
original miles, gas-6eyl , 4spd . One owner lor 18 years,
runs excellent. losina garaae
space, must sell $3500 or
best oHer. 832-6925.

1979 FORD FAIRMONT
wagon, 4-spd, 4-cyl, good
transportation. $695 or best
offer. Step-up QH trailer,
good condition, $900 or best
oHer. 929-6956.
MUST SELL 1983 Renault
Alliance . 5-spd, sunroof ,
high mileage but runs great,
always starts, $950. Call
773-5573.
1975 DODGE DART slant
six, 4-dr, new battery, and
snow tires. Runs great,
ready lor winter, recent
sticker, solid body, very
reliable transportation.
Asking $650, call Rob at 7675700 days or 773-0886
eves.

77 VW RABBIT diesel,
impeccable maintenance
record, near mint condition,
cloth interior, 4-dr, 4-spd,
AM-FM cassette with
equalizer, luggage rack,
optional winter tires & rims,
incredibly clean . Avg 45
mpg, $1495 firm . 784-2739.
1979 CUTLASS Sup reme Brougham . 72k, all
power, new transmission ,
$1800 or best offer. 76
Chevy Nova, AM-FM, blue
automatiC, AlC , $600 or best
offer. Call Ashley or Michael
at 761-4696.
1987 FORD BRONCO,
exc. cond., power package,
cruise control, running
boards with lights, tire rack,
AlC , 36k, $13000, 829-3297
eves .
1988 ISUZU TROOPER
II, 22k, 4-dr, 5-spd, AMlFM
tape, roof rack, rust-proofed,
moving must sell , $ t0600,
call David, 729-3656.
77 FORD MAVERICK 6cyl , royal blue, 4-dr, low
mileage, $450. Call 773-5850

eves.
1980 BUICK REGAL V6, 87k, excellent condition,
power brakes, windows,
locks, steering, cruise, AlC,
am-fm cassette, all-season
radials, winterized, rustproofed , inspected, wellmaintained, $2300 eves
773-6813.
1984 HONDA CRX 5-spd
blue, AM cassette stereo,
alloy wheels, excellent
condition , highway miles,
$3000. 1-929-6603.
82 VOLVO WAGON
overdrive, 88k, runs good,
body great, asking $4600 or
best offer. Call late, 7740435.
1982 SUBARU GL 2-dr
hatchback, 5-spd, A/C,
stereo AM-FM cassette, anti
theft alarm, $900. 874-2809.

*EXCLUSIVE*

BERLIN TEE SHIRT

.,XtUttl*.
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When was the last time you met
someone who blew you away?

DO IT LIKE THIS.

Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you [0
someone special. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully.
Being single in Maine can
be fun again. Why wait ~fi
any longer? call
DJU{..
The Personallbuch.

Your r.sponse will be
forwarded. unopened.
within 48 hours of Its
receipt. Thanks.

'Ifi£ :Per.sona!

31 Exchange SL FbrtlaOO. ME 04101
17?>-1b88

•

MAY THE SACRED heart
of Jesus be adored, glorified,
loved and preserved
throughout the world and
forever. Sacred hearty of
Jesus pray for us. St Jude
worker of miracles pray for
us. St Jude help of the
hopeless pray for us . Say
this prayer 9 times a day. By
the 8th day your prayer will
be answered . Say it for 9
days . II will not fail.
Publication
must
be
promised. Thank you St
Jude. Praise you Lord .
L.B.D.

LIFECYCLE - winters
coming, keep fit in the
comfort of your home. Great
Christmas gift. New, $1650,
asking $1200. Call Frank at
775-4482.
BEAUTIFUL NEW bamboo hutch Irom Pier One .
Belongs to old boyfriend, in
perfect condition . Call 8749095 to take it away . Worth
$150 new, willing to go low
A NO·PAIN, all-gain, allaround good deal is what you
get with a Casco Bay Weekly
classified. It's simple, cheap
and effective. What else
needs be said?

1987 SUBARU GL 40k
miles, 5-spd, am-fm, dents
on one side, otherwise in
great condition. $2800, call
773-7468.
1982 HONDA CIVIC 4dr silver sedan, 70k miles,
excellent condition, $2850.
773-5013.
1985 VW GTI AIC,
sunrool, am-1m, new tires,
brakes, shocks, exhaust.
Sticker, runs like new ,
$4500. 772-7317
1979 CHEVY PICKUP
V-8, 70 K, New Mexico truck,
runs great, must sell soon.
$1500 . or best offer, 7740692 or 775-7926 ask for
Erik.
TOYOTA Pickup 1984
Highway miles, wellmaintained. Cap, sliders,
aluminum wheels,. $3500 . or
best offer. 772-3258.
1987 FORD ESCORT GL
4-dr, 5-spd , sunroof, AM-FM,
elec. side mirrors, security
lock (hood deadbolt, fuel
valve). 33000 miles,
excellent condition, $3900 .
Call Del 766-5153 or 7767497.
1982 SUBARU sedanred, 4-dr, PW, PS, PB, AC,
some rust, 129,000 miles,
$1000 or best offer. Must
sell, 865-3433.
1985 FORD RANGER
with cap, 5-speed, 4-cyl ,
$1650 or best offer. 7727880.
VOLVO 1965 122 2-dr,
nice condition , 2-litre, dual
carb, 4-spd, sport exhaust.
$2500 or best offer. 6372384.
CHOICE 1984 Celebrity
SIW. Newly rebuilt engine,
98K, $2600. 82 Dodge 400
82K, $1600. Both cars wellmaintained , good shape
inside and out. Make oHers,
777-6904.
1987 JEEP COMANCHE
4-cyl, 4-wheel drive sport
truck. Power steering, power
brakes , AM-FM, black,
moderate highway miles ,
never
plowed,
good
condition . Good deal at
$6000. Call 772-5304.
1986 SUBARU, excellent
condition, AM-FM cassette,
sunroof , 38 ,000 miles ,
selling for $3600, far below
what you'd pay on a car lot
Compare at $5000. 879-7037
eves .
1985 MAZDA RX·7 GS
model. Immaculate finish ,
AC , PB, PS . Black with grey
velour. A fun car to drive.
Below book at $5975. 8782312.

NO WALL
DL~LIN
·NOVEMBER 9,1989.
Heavy Dury 100" H6MS 8"fy T
YOUR COST
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1979 CHEVY CAPRICE
Landau roof, 4-dr, AC,
cruise, stereo, new tires,
battery, alt. Good condition,
with new sticker. $1000 or
best offer. 775-6586.
83 TOYOTA CAMRY LX
CC, AC, all power, AM-FM
casselle/equalizer, excellent shape, high miles, $2800
or best offer. 82 Pontiac
Phoenix, 6-<:yl, CC, AM-FM,
77000 miles,
excellent
shape. $1000 or best offer.
TIm, 879-7038 or 770-3738.
1985 TOYOTA Corolla
GTS. 5-spd, air, sunroof, fun
car. $4550 or best offer.
772-2919 or 773-8589.
1981 VW RABBIT 4-dr,
99,800 miles, $800. Call 7619450 after 6:30.
1987 FORD F-350 I-ton
truck with stake bed .
Transferable life-time rustproof warranty. 30,000 miles ,
$12,500, call 874-8529 M-F
or 787-2187 nights or week
ends.
1983 FORD ESCORT, 2dr hatchback, front wheel
drive, 4 cyl. 5-spd, 2-tone
tan and brown . 72,000 miles,
great in snow, car has no
problems! Ready to drive
away, $950 . John, 8394576. 839-45768394576
MUST SELL 1981 Pontiac
Grand Lemans . V-6 with: ac,
~c, ps , tw, pb, pw, JVC
stereo casselle, new
sticker. Very clean, $1500 or
best offer. 774-6496 Or 7755717
CHEVY CAVALIER 1986
4-dr, auto, AM/FM, AlC, rust
proof, low mileage, recent
muffler, excellent condition,
$4500. Call 854-8246.
1976 VOLKSWAGEN
Campmobile with pop-top.
Many extras, Florida car,
clean, well-maintained,
$2000 or best offer. 7662025.
1988 TOYOTA 4x2
excellent condition . t 4,000
miles, Brahma Cap, slide
windows, rust-proofing, AMFM stereo, asking $7200.
Don, 839-4567 eves. please.
74
PLYMOUTH 2-dr
hardtop, S-8, low miles, 55k,
inspection sticker, body
excellent inside and out, new
battery and tires, torsion bar
needs welding . Best offer,
774-6571.

Jam Session
Let'sspend the puzzle together(now
we need you more than ever). We've
jammed together a few members of the
Stones, the Who and the Beatles, and
would like your help in sorting them
out. We' ve given you the first and last
initial of each composile performer. Fill
in the blanks.
l)M

T_ __

2)K_ _

E._ __

3)R

W _ __

Real Puzzle '47

4)R._ __
5)B._ __

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
If so, there could be a $20 gift certificate for Alberta's in it for you (first
prize). Second prize is no longer a great
mystery! The long-awaited prize is a
$15 gift certificate for Green Mountain
Coffee Roasters. Contestants are ineligible to win more than one prize in a
four-week span and only one entry is
allowed per contestanl.
All entries for this week's Real
Puzzle must be received by noon
Wednesday, Nov. 29. The solution to
this week's Real Puzzle will appear in
the Nov. 3D issue of Casco Bay Weekly.
Send your only guess to:

Casco Bay Weekly

M._ __

187 Clark Street
Portland; Maine 04102

82 PEUGEOT 604 Turbo
diesel, excellent condition,
power windows, sunroof, and
locking system . $7200
negotiable. 774-1343.

15
Sells Your Item!
We guarantee that you will
sell your item when you
place an ad in our
Classifieds for three straight
weeks. If the item isn't sold,
we will run your ad until
it is sold - for free!

High fmp.,,;:16 Color D.~9n

CBW13oxOOO

27

The CBW Guarantee appljes
only to the WHEELS and
STUFF FOR SALE categories.
To contjnue your ad, you must
notjfy us by Monday noon of
the fourth week. Mjssing thjs
deadline vojds the guarantee,
Ads are limited to 30 words,
No refunds. This guarantee
js not applicable to businesses
whjch derive regular jncome
from the sale of items
in these categories,

To place your ad,
use our convenient form
on page 21 or contact Mark Kelleher
at 775-6601.

.. 1989 United Feature Syndicate.

Solution to Real Puzzle # 45
Ludwig van Beethoven
NancySosman of Portland won the
big random drawing for first prize.
Second prize goes to Philip Fortin, also
of Portland. Lots of mail poured in for
this one. When we can't think of any
thing else to write here, we usually tel!
you how much weappreciateyourparticipation every week. This is one of
those weeks. Enjoy the feast, be reasonable with everything and thanks for all
your entries.

•

..
..&.

•

.. 1989 United Feature Syndicate,
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Portland's Only
Video Superstore
Look for the search lights and stop in
More Categories.
Endless Video is a family oriented store with over 26 categories of movies to choose from. In addition to
Current Hits, there are categories such as New Releases, Classics, Adventure, Comedy, Sports, Foreign Films
and more.

Something For The Children.
There's also an entire section devoted to Children. Your kids can watch the children's movie we play, play
at a chalkboard or browse through the movies that were made just for them. The newest Nintendo games
are also available.

We Have The Technology.
At our Customel' Information Center, you can access our extensive film library and find the movie you
want to see. You can find out what movies are in stock, when movies will be returned, and the 20 most
recent movies you rented. Or you can just browse and make your selection right off the shelf. You can also
specify if family members under the age of 17 may rent R rated movies.

Free Membership.
"

,
I

,~

Joining Endless Video is easy. All you need is a license and a credit card. There's no membership fee.
Rental rates are $3.00 for 3 nights, 2 days use. And $2.00 for films that are less than 1 hour. Video Cassette
Players are also available for rental.

Almost Always Open.
Our store hours make it convenient for you to pick up a movie just about anytime. We're open Sunday
through Thursday, 10:00 am. to 10:00 p.m. and Friday through Saturday 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. When we're
closed, our drop slot is open.
~--------------

Rent One
Get One
Free!
When you rent one
movie you may choose
another free at time of
rental.
Coupon
expires
12/31/89.
L ___
___
___
_ _ _ _ _ ..

1041 Brighton Avenue • Portland, ME • 773-2045

